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Chapter 1
Introduction
The invention of the Scanning Tunnelling Microscope (STM) in 1986 has opened
a new research ﬁeld, which is merged into nanoscience. With the development of
diﬀerent types of scanning probe techniques matter can be visualized and even be
manipulated at atomic scale today. The behavior of nature at the nanometer scale is
in the scope of interest not only for physics but also for chemistry and biology. The
spacial structure of the vortex cores in high temperature superconductors, the chemical activity of clusters or the mechanical properties of individual protein molecules
can be studied with these local probe techniques.
The physics of atomic and molecular junctions is a special ﬁeld of nanoscience.
Only a few atoms or a molecule provide the connection between two electrodes in
these junctions. The size of these junctions is comparable with the Fermi-wavelength
of the electrons, thus a quantum mechanical description is required to study the
transport, mechanical and chemical properties.
Atomic-sized metallic junctions can be created in a simple and reliable way,
by the elongation of a macroscopic sized metallic wire. As the wire is pulled, it
becomes narrower and narrower, and if the elongation is stopped before the complete
breakage, a constriction with only a few atoms remains in the smallest cross section.
The extensive experimental and theoretical investigations during the last decade
have provided a comprehensive understanding of the transport properties of atomicsized metallic junctions [2]. The conductance is mainly determined by the chemical
nature of the atoms included: the open conductance channels are related to the
valence orbitals. Besides, several mesoscopic eﬀects (like conductance ﬂuctuations,
shot noise) show up as signiﬁcant corrections in the transport behavior due to the
wave nature of the electrons.
Increasing attention has been paid to molecular junctions recently. These studies
7
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are motivated by the aim of constructing electronic devices at the molecular level. A
properly designed organic molecule can act as a diode, transistor or logical gate, and
such molecules are candidates for being the building blocks of a future electronics
at the ultimate small scale. At the actual stage of this ﬁeld there is still a lot
to do to understand and control the transport properties of single molecules. The
experimental results are usually not completely reproducible, it is not easy to identify
the number of molecules connecting the two electrodes. The theoretical models are
also far from being satisfactory.
This thesis focus on the experimental investigation of the transport properties
of atomic and molecular junctions. In order to study these junctions I have used
a sample holder based on the Mechanically Controllable Break Junction (MCBJ)
technique which was developed by A. Halbritter in the Low Temperature Physics
Laboratory of the Departement of Physics, BUTE [1]. Atomic-sized contacts are
created by ﬁxing a notched wire on the top of a ﬂexible beam and breaking the wire
by bending the beam. The main advantages of the MCBJ technique are that the
breakage of the wire at cryogenic circumstances naturally provides clean surfaces
and the geometry of the setup ensures a large mechanical stability.
The thesis starts with a short introduction into the researching ﬁeld in Chapter 2, which is continued by the description of the experimental setup and a short
explanation of the basic measurement techniques (in Chap. 3). The scientiﬁc results
of my work is presented in the subsequent Chapters. First, the quantum interference
induced correction in the conductance of atomic-sized gold junctions is studied (in
Chap. 4). A model calculation related to these experiments is found in Appendix B.
In Chapter 5 the new hydrogen-related atomic conﬁgurations of palladium nanojunctions are investigated. The last topic of my thesis focuses on the modiﬁcations
of the monoatomic gold chains due to interaction with hydrogen (Chap. 6).

Chapter 2
Overview of the research ﬁeld
2.1

Fabrication of atomic-sized contacts

An atomic-sized junction can be created in a simple way: during the rupture of
a macroscopic metallic wire only a few atoms remain in the smallest cross section
before the complete breakage. The fabrication techniques used to study atomic-sized
contacts (like STM or MCBJ) are also based on this simple principle, although they
provide a well controlled breaking procedure due to the sub-Angstrom mechanical
stability. This level of the stability can be ensured by the cryogenic temperature,
which highly reduces the mechanical vibrations and drifts.
The typical evolution of the conductance during such a controlled elongation is
shown in Fig. 2.1. These so-called conductance traces present subsequent plateaus,
which become pronounced before the contacts completely break. The plateaus are
separated by sharp jumps, which have a size in the order of the conductance quantum (G0 = 2e2 /h). This step-like structure can be explained by the subsequent
rearrangement of the atomic conﬁguration during the elongation [4]. Upon stretching of the contact, the stress accumulates elastic energy in the atomic bonds over
the length of a plateau, then at a certain stage the conﬁguration becomes unstable
and the contact jumps to an other atomic arrangement. The direct experimental
evidence of this explanation was given by the simultaneous conductance and force
measurements of Rubio et al. [5]. As it is seen in Fig. 2.2 the force is smoothly
increasing along the conductance plateaus, while the sudden force release always
coincides with the jumps in the conductance.
If the contact is pressed together and slowly separated again, the subsequent
conductance traces are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent (see Fig. 2.1), which means that the
shape of the contact evolves through a diﬀerent sequence of atomic conﬁgurations
9
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Figure 2.1: Conductance curves measured during the elongation of the junction.
(The piezo voltage indicated on the x axis is proportional to the elongation length,
25 V corresponds to ∼ 1Å.) After Ref. [3].

Figure 2.2: Simultaneous measurement of the conductance and the force during the
elongation of a gold contact. The sudden jumps and the plateaus in the conductance
coincide with the jumps and continuously increasing parts in the force measurement,
which demonstrates that the conductance plateaus correspond to elastic deformation
while the jumps are related to sudden atomic rearrangements. Ref. [5].

during each rupture. Due to this irreproducibility, a statistical method was introduced to study the average conductance behavior [6]. The so-called conductance
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a)

Gold, 4.2K
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Figure 2.3: Conductance histograms of metals. (a) The conductance histogram of
gold with a sharp peak at 1G0 . (b) General shape of a metallic conductance histogram
showing peak in the G ∼ 0.8 − 3G 0 conductance regime, which corresponds to the
conductance through a single metallic atom. After Ref. [8, 9]

histogram gives the probability of the occurrence of diﬀerent conductance values
during a few thousands of contact breakages. Such conductance histograms are
presented in Fig. 2.3. The peaks in the histogram indicate the conductance values
where plateaus are frequentlly situated during the elongation. For some metals,
like the noble ones, several preferred conductance values are found in the histogram
(Fig. 2.3a), but the conductance histogram of each metal shows one common feature: a peak appears right above the conductance region where the contact is broken
and only tunnelling current ﬂows (Fig. 2.3b). The position of this peak varies for
diﬀerent metals in the conductance range of G∼ 0.8 − 3G 0 , e.g. for the noble metals
it is situated at one quantum unit. This peak is attributed to the conductance of
a single metallic atom [7, 8]. During the elongation the last atomic conﬁguration
prior to the complete breakage generally contains only a single atom between the
electrodes. The conductance is mainly determined by the smallest cross section,
and the conductance value of a single atom contact is essentially independent of
the atomic arrangement of the electrodes, thus the frequent occurrence of the same
conductance value gives rise to peak in the histogram.
In the following two sections the investigation of the conductance of single atom
contacts is presented; ﬁrst a short introduction is given to the relevant theoretical
models, then the experimentally observed features of the single-atom conductance
are discussed.
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2.2

Theoretical description of the conductane at
atomic scale

2.2.1

Semiclassical picture of ballistic point-contacts

For a macroscopic sample the conductance is expressed as
G = σA/L,

(2.1)

where A and L are the cross section and the length of the sample, and σ is the
conductivity. The conductivity is determined by scattering processes and σ ∼ le ,
where le is the elastic mean free path. This description, however, is not valid for
atomic-sized junctions, where the typical size of the contact is much smaller than
the elastic mean free path. In this so-called ballistic regime (L < le ) an electron
approaching the contact can only be scattered back from the boundary of the sample
but otherwise it passes through the contact (see Fig. 2.4a).
The conductance of such a constriction was ﬁrst calculated by Sharvin [10], who
realized the analogy with the problem of the ﬂow of a dilute gas through a small
hole. In semiclassical approximation, assuming a simple oriﬁce-like point contact
geometry (see Fig. 2.4b), the conductance can be expressed easily. In a point of
the oriﬁce surface, r, the semiclassical distribution function of the electrons, fk (r),
is quite simple. Due to the ballistic motion a right-moving electron can only come
from the left-hand-side and a left-moving one can only arrive from the right-halfspace, thus the kz > 0, (kz < 0) states are occupied up to the energy of EF + eV /2,
(EF − eV /2) (see Fig.2.4b). The voltage-induced diﬀerence in the occupation of the
right and left-moving states results in a net current density:

j(r) =

EF +eV /2

EF −eV /2

dEevz ρ(E)/2 = evz ρ(EF )/2 · eV,

(2.2)

where e is the electron charge, vz  is the average velocity of the right-moving electrons in the z direction at the Fermi-energy (EF ) and ρ(EF )/2 is the density of
states of the right-moving electrons at EF . Inserting the free electron values of
vz  = kF /2m and ρ(EF ) = mkF /π 2 2 , the integration of j(r) over the contact
area leads to the conductance:
2e2
GS =
h



kF a
2

2
,

(2.3)
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Figure 2.4: (a) The possible electron trajectories in a ballistic contact: reﬂection
from the contact surface, and passing through the contact. (b) An oriﬁce-like pointcontact with an insulating plane (black line) between two metallic half-space. The
distribution function as a function of k at a point of the contact surface is also
presented. The diﬀerent colors represent the origin of the electron states.
where h is the Planck constant, a is the contact radius and kF is the Fermi wave
number. The so-called Sharvin conductance obtained in this way is independent
from the elastic mean free path, contrary to the macroscopic expression of Eq. 2.1. A
more detailed calculation based on the Boltzmann equation predicts that the voltage
drops in the close vicinity of the contact center (on the length-scale of a) [11]. This
potential gradient simply accelerates the transmitted electrons, and the energy is
not relaxed in this region. The power dissipation caused by the ﬁnite conductance
happens far away from the contact, where the inelastic scatterings take place.
This semiclassical picture was fruitful to describe mesoscopic point-contacts
(where a ≈ 50 − 1000 Å) [12, 11], see also Subseq. 3.3.3. Applying the Sharvinformula for atomic-sized junctions by substituting a typical interatomic distance for
the radius a ∼ 3 Å and a typical metallic Fermi wave number kF ∼ 5 · 109 m−1 ,
a resistance of ∼ 20 kΩ is obtained, which is a good estimation for the measured
value. On the other hand a semi-classical model implicitly assumes that the size
of the system is much larger than the Fermi wavelength (λF ) and this condition is
not fulﬁlled for atomic-sized junctions where a ∼ λF . Therefore, a full quantum
mechanical approach is needed for a proper description.

2.2.2

Landauer formalism and the mesoscopic PIN code

The Landauer formalism is a simple phenomenological one-electron model which
dose not take into account the inelastic processes or the electron-electron interaction,
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Figure 2.5: (a) Ballistic wire connecting to two wide electrodes, which emit electrons
to the channel with the distribution functions corresponding to chemical potentials
µL and µR . The wave function of the diﬀerent transversal modes are represented
with colors (for a 1D hard-wall case). (b) The energy dispersion and occupation of
the states are shown. In the leads the quasi-continuous transversal modes are ﬁlled
up to their chemical potential. Due to the small transversal dimension in the ballistic
conductor only a few modes are occupied; and the +k/−k states have diﬀerent ﬁllings
(dark grey dotted line) depending on which electrode they arrive from. After Ref. [13]

but still it has been very powerful to explain several mesoscopic phenomena, and it
also helps to understand the nature of conductance at atomic level.
As a ﬁrst step, let us consider an ideal ballistic wire with a constant transversal conﬁning potential along its axis. The quantum mechanical solution for the
wavefunction of such a wire gives electron states, which are plane waves along the
wire axis and standing waves in the transversal direction. The energy dispersion is:
En (k) = En + 2 k 2 /2m, where k is the wave vector in the axis direction and En
is the energy of the nth transversal wave function (see Fig. 2.5). Each transversal
wave function deﬁnes a so-called conductance channel, in which the electrons are
propagating with a velocity of vk = ∂E/∂k = k/m.
In order to calculate the current, electrodes must be introduced by contacting
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the wire. The Landauer formalism assumes that the macroscopic electrodes are
ideal electron reservoirs with well deﬁned chemical potential (µ) and temperature
(T ), which inject electrons corresponding to their distribution function and absorb
the entering electrons without reﬂection. The chemical potential of the electrodes is
shifted by the applied voltage, µR − µL = eV . The occupation of the electron states
in the wire is presented in Fig. 2.5b. The imbalance between the occupation of the
right and left moving states results in a net current through the wire, which can be
written as:

2e
2e 
vk [fL (En (k)) − fR (En (k))] = M [fL (E) − fR (E)] dE,
(2.4)
I=
L k,n
h
where the fL/R are the Fermi distributions in the left and right electrode, n runs
over the so-called open channels (channels having occupied states) and L is the
length of the wire. The sum over k is replaced by an integral over E using the
one dimensional density of states, ρ(E) = (vk )−1 . M denotes the number of open
channels, which can be tuned by the diameter of the wire. At the zero temperature
limit this expression leads to a conductance:
G=

2e2
· M = G0 · M,
h

(2.5)

which is quantized in the unit of the conductance quantum, G0 = 2e2 /h  (12.9kΩ)−1 .
The relevance of this expression was ﬁrst proved by measurements on two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) systems [14], where constrictions with a diameter comparable to the large Fermi wavelength (λF ∼ 50 nm) demonstrated the quantized
conductance.
In the Landauer formalism an arbitrary conductor is modelled by a scattering
unit which is connected to the electrodes by ideal quantumwires (see. Fig. 2.6). This
scattering unit is deﬁned by a so-called scattering matrix,
Ŝ =



r̂ t̂
t̂ r̂

,

(2.6)

which connects the amplitudes of the outgoing and incoming waves (|o, |i) in the
wires by the transmission and reﬂection matrixes (t̂ and r̂) as it is shown in Fig. 2.6.
The expression of the current with this scattering unit is
2e
I=
h



 
Tr t̂† t̂ [fL (E) − fR (E)] dE,

(2.7)
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Figure 2.6: The model of an arbitrary conductor contains a scattering unit between
two ballistic wires, which transmits or reﬂects the incoming electrons. The outgoing
amplitudes in the diﬀerent channels of the wires are calculated from the incoming
amplitudes with the transmission and reﬂection matrices as shown.

and the conductance at the T, V → 0 limit is
G=

2e2  † 
Tr t̂ t̂ ,
h

(2.8)

which is known as the Landauer formula [15].
Since t̂† t̂ is hermitian, it can be transformed to a diagonal form with real eigenvalues, Ti , which also satisfy 0 < Ti < 1 due to the current conservation. The
eigenvectors of t̂† t̂ are called eigenchannels. In the eigenchannel basis the diﬀerent
channels are completely decoupled, an electron injected in a channel can only reﬂected or transmitted in the same channel with the probability of 1 − Ti and Ti ,
respectively. In this basis the conductance has a simple form of:
NC
2e2 
G=
Ti .
h i=1

(2.9)

Thus within the framework of the Landauer formalism the conductance of an atomicsized contact can be described as a sum over the transmission probabilities, Ti of
the open eigenchannels in the unit of G0 . This set of {Ti } values is called the
mesoscopic PIN code, since it fully characterizes the transport of the junction. It
must be noted that the Landauer formalism provides a simple description, however it
does not give any recipe for the determination of the conductance channels and their
transmissions. At this general level of the description one can only state that the
maximal number of the eigenchannels, NC is limited by the narrowest cross section of
the contact since the number of occupied transversal modes is the smallest here [16].
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If we give an estimation for the number of the occupied conductance channels for a
cross section of a single atom, we get NC  (kF a/2)  1 − 3.

2.2.3

Tight-binding description

The microscopic origin of the conductance channels of a single atom contact was
ﬁrst described by Cuevas et al. within the framework of a simple tight-binding
calculation [17, 18, 19].
The single atom contact is modelled with an idealized geometry of the atoms
(see Fig. 2.7) where only nearest-neighbour hoppings are taken into account with a
bulk parametrization of the hopping integrals, t. While the on-site energies,  are
calculated self-consistently in order to ensure the charge neutrality at each atom.
In the model only orbitals which give the main contribution to the bulk density of
states around the Fermi energy (i.e. valence orbitals) are used, thus only s band for
monovalent metals, s and p bands for metals like Al or Pb and the s and d bands
for the transition metals.
With these assumptions the conductance channels of a single-atom contact naturally gets a microscopic explanation. Since the allowed orbitals of the central atom
give the basis at the narrowest cross section of the contact, the conductance channels
have to be expressed as a linear combination of these orbitals. Thus, for monovalent
metals, where the atoms only have one s orbital the tight-binding model predicts a
single conducting channel. For sp-metals like Al the maximum number of conducting channels is four, while for the transition metals like Rh this number is limited
at six. One can show that in the sp and sd cases the number of possible channels is
reduced to three and ﬁve due to simple symmetry consideration [16].
The simple picture that the number of conducting channels of a one-atom contact is determined by its valence orbitals is in full agreement with all the existing
experimental ﬁndings as it will be described in Sec. 2.3. Beside the character of the
conductance channels the tight-binding model can also provide the typical conductance vales for the diﬀerent materials [19].
The relevance of this simple approach was also proved by more elaborated ab
initio methods. As it is seen in Fig. 2.7 the DFT calculation also give the same
number of conductance channels with the same orbital character as the tight-binding
result.
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Figure 2.7: The idealized geometry of the single-atom contact is shown in the left
ﬁgure. The transmissions of the diﬀerent conductance channels (of a single atom
Pt contact) are shown for the simple tight-binding model calculation (middle graph)
and for a DFT calculation. After Ref. [16].

2.3

Experimental determination of the mesoscopic
PIN-code

Based on the Landauer formula the conductance of a single atom is deﬁned by the
mesoscopic PIN code i.e. by the set of {Ti } values (see Eq. 2.9). In addition, the results of the tight-binding calculations have shown that the contributing conductance
channels arise from the valence orbitals; a single atom contact from monovalent, sp
or sd metal has 1, 3 or 5 conductance channels, respectively. In this section experimental techniques are presented which support these theoretical predictions.

2.3.1

Subgap structure measurements

The most powerful experimental method is the subgap structure measurement in
the superconducting (SC) state, which can extract the full PIN code.
For a conventional SC tunnel junction current can only ﬂow if the applied voltage
is higher than 2∆/e. In this case the quasiparticles can tunnel through the barrier
(see Fig. 2.8a-i) from the occupied states at EF − ∆ of the low voltage side to an
unoccupied state above the gap (∆) on the other side. This process satisfactory
describes the I − V characteristic of a tunnel junction, where the transmission
probability of the barrier is T  1. However, in the case of a superconducting
junction with a single atom in the middle the transmission probabilities are much
larger (Ti ∼ 1), thus higher order processes in T have to be taken into account. A
second order process, the simultaneous transmission of two quasiparticles from the
left side to form a Cooper pair on the other side (see Fig. 2.8a-ii) is already allowed
at a bias voltage of 2∆/2e. This so-called Andreev reﬂection [20] produces a smaller
current step in the I − V characteristic at half voltage value than the ﬁrst order
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ii)

iii)

Figure 2.8: (a) Illustration of the Multiple Andreev Reﬂection (MAR) processes. In
(i) the ordinary superconducting tunnelling process is shown, which is allowed for
V > 2∆/e and linearly proportional to the transmission probability, T. Higher order
processes are also allowed at lower bias voltages, the second order one,(ii) can carry
current from V > 2∆/2e, while the third order process (iii) already contributes to
the transport for V > 2∆/3e. (b) Subgap structure measurements for aluminium
contacts with G = 1.7 − 0.025 G0 . The theoretical ﬁts (black lines) with a PIN code
of {0.997, 0.46, 0.29}, {0.74, 0.11}, {0.46, 0.35, 0.07} and {0.025} (from left to the
right) give perfect agreement with the measured curves. After Ref. [23, 24].

process. In general, similar processes can be constructed in the order of T n , which
give rise to a current onset at V = 2∆/en [21, 22]. An example for such a Multiple
Andreev reﬂection (MAR) is shown in Fig. 2.8a-iii. This MAR processes produce
a very peculiar structure in the I − V characteristic for bias voltages smaller than
2∆/e, which is called the subgap structure.
Since the ﬁne details of the subgap structure strongly changes even for a small
modiﬁcation of the transmission probabilities it oﬀers a possibility to extract the Ti
values of atomic-sized contacts. This method was introduced by Scheer et al. [24]
ﬁtting the experimental I − V characteristics of the contacts with the numerically
evaluated theoretical curves with the {Ti } values as input parameters. It was found
that there is an excellent agreement between the measured characteristics and the
theoretical ﬁts with well deﬁned {Ti } values (Fig. 2.8b). Thus the precise mesoscopic
PIN code of a particular atomic-sized SC junction can be determined experimentally
by this technique.
This analysis has shown that for aluminium (and lead) single atom contacts
typically three transmission values are required for the proper ﬁt of the I − V
characteristics (see Fig. 2.8b) even though the conductance value is ∼ 0.8 G0 (and
∼ 1.4 G0 ) [24]. For Nb the contribution of ﬁve channels gives the proper ﬁt [18],
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and for a proximity eﬀect induced superconducting single-atom gold contact a single
channel was suﬃcient [25] to ﬁt the measured curves. These experimental results
are in full agreement with the prediction of the tight-binding model (see Sec. 2.2.3).
Although the subgap structure provides the full description of the the transmission
probabilities, this technique can only be applied for materials which show superconductivity.

2.3.2

Conductance ﬂuctuation measurements

The basic idea behind the conductance ﬂuctuation is presented in Fig. 2.9a. It
can happen that an electron which is transmitted through the n-th channel of the
contact with a probability Tn is partially reﬂected back from the diﬀusive electrodes
to the same channel. After that the backscattered wave is reﬂected again by the
contact itself (with a probability of Rn = 1 − Tn ) and thus this twice reﬂected
wave can interfere with the original one. During such a backscattered trajectory the
electron accumulates a phase kL, where k is the wave vector and L is the length
of the trajectory. With the applied bias voltage the wave vector of the electron
can be varied and the interference condition can be tuned. Therefore, the described
interference correction results in a slight ﬂuctuation of the conductance as a function
of the bias voltage.
This conductance ﬂuctuation phenomenon can be used in the analysis of the PIN
code to decide whether the contributing channels are fully opened or not. If all the
transmission probabilities are either Tn = 0 or Tn = 1 the partial waves can not be
backscattered from the contact thus the interference correction with the resulting
ﬂuctuation vanishes.
This phenomenon was ﬁrst used by Ludoph et al. [26] in order to analyze the
conductance channels of atomic-sized gold junctions. Simultaneously with the measurement of the conductance histogram they have studied the magnitude of the conductance ﬂuctuation, σGV as a function of the conductance, as it is seen in Fig. 2.9.
The almost complete suppression of the ﬂuctuation at the conductance value of a
single-atom contact, G = 1 G0 is in agreement with previous results, i.e. only one
conductance channel is open, which has perfect transmission. In addition, the measurement also shows signiﬁcant suppression at the additional quantized conductance
values. From the magnitude of the suppression at 2, 3 and 4G0 one can state that
the current is practically carried by 2, 3 and 4 conductance channels and the contribution of additional channels is smaller than 6, 10 and 15%, respectively [9]. Thus,
for gold atomic-sized contacts a new conductance channel only starts to open if the
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Figure 2.9: (a) The quantum interference correction is illustrated which mainly
causes the conductance ﬂuctuation. (b) The lower panel shows the conductance
histogram and the upper one presents the average magnitude of the conductance
ﬂuctuation as a function of conductance for gold junctions. After Ref. [26].
previous ones are almost fully open. It turns out that this so-called saturation of the
conductance channels is valid for the monovalent metals, like Au, Ag and Cu. In the
case of the polivalent metals, like Al the conducance ﬂuctuation does not show any
suppression in accordance with the contribution of more partially open conductance
channels.
In addition to the conductance ﬂuctuation measurements there are two other
experimental techniques which can provide information about the openness of the
conducting channels: the shot noise measurements [27] and ﬂuctuations in the thermopower [28].

2.4

Monoatomic chain formation

Gold contacts show an interesting behavior during the elongation. The last conductance plateaus at 1G0 are often several times longer than the typical interatomic
distance before the breakage. After this observation Yanson et al. analyzed the
length distribution of these plateaus for a large amount of contact breakages [29],
which is presented in Fig. 2.10b. This so-called plateaus length histogram shows
peaks at equidistant positions with a peak-to-peak distance of 2.5Å. This result
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Figure 2.10: (a) High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope (HR-TEM) picture of a gold chain containing four atoms (four yellow dots) [7]. (b) Distribution
for the length of the last plateaus of gold obtained from a few thousands of contact
breakages. The inset shows a chain conﬁguration calculated by molecular dynamical
simulation. After Ref. [29, 32]

suggests that during the stretching of a single atom contact additional atoms can be
incorporated in the smallest cross section and thus an atomic chain can be pulled.
It is further strengthened by the fact that the distance to bring the electrodes back
into contact after the breakage is practically equal to the length of the last plateau.
Monatomic chains can carry a current density of 109 A/mm2 [30], which is six orders of magnitude larger than the current density in a typical tungsten wire of a
light bulb. This high value is a consequence of the ballistic nature of the electron
transport through the atomic wire. It was found that monoatomic gold chains can
even contain up to 7 or 8 atoms. Later experiments on diﬀerent materials have
pointed out that chains can also be pulled from two other 5d materials, platinum
and iridium. The ability of chain formation is explained as a result of a relativistic
eﬀect [31].
An other experimental proof for the atomic chain formation of gold was given by
Ohnishi et al., who could image the atomic chain by a High Resolution Transmission
Electron Microscope (HR-TEM) at room temperature in ultra-high vacuum, as it is
shown in Fig. 2.10a.
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Molecular electronics

The previous sections have shown that the experimental and theoretical investigations during the last decade have provided a comprehensive understanding of the
nature of the conductance through metallic single-atom contacts. Nowadays the research ﬁeld starts to focus on the transport properties of individual molecules, which
is a great challenge both from the experimental and from the theoretical point of
view.
From the experimental side the basic problem is how a single molecule can be
contacted in a reliable way. Several experimental methods have been introduced to
fabricate molecular-scale devices. Many groups use scanning probe techniques [33,
34, 35], where the molecules form a bridge between the substrate and the tip; while
others use methods based on nanofabrication, where a ﬁxed electrode conﬁguration
is designed [36, 37]. The main advantage of the former techniques is the control over
the electrode position, while the latter ones can apply gate electrodes, which provide
an additional control parameter. Very recently Champagne et al. introduced a new
technique which already allows mechanical control over the electrode separation with
the ability to shift the energy levels by the gate electrode [38].
Since the pioneering experiments of Reed et al. [39], several types of complex
molecules have been investigated from long organic molecules containing several
benzene rings to diﬀerent modiﬁcations of fullerens. These studies have resulted in
many interesting observations from the transistor-like behavior [37] to the Kondo
eﬀect [40]. However, each of the experiments confront with the problem of the
reproducibility, after the measurement of several characteristics, (which can show
varying behaviors) only the “best” ones are studied. Furthermore, it is not easy
to ensure that only a single molecule connects the electrodes, and often the proper
geometry or the metal-molecule connection is also hidden.
On the other hand the theoretical description of the molecular transport is also
a big challenge. It is questionable whether the simple single-electron concept (which
successfully describes the atomic contacts) can be extended to apply on molecular
junctions, where the applied high bias voltage (∼ 1V ) drives the system into a
strongly non-equilibrium situation, and electron-electron correlations can also have
an important contribution (e.g. Coulomb-blockade). At the actual stage, there are
several discrepancies not only between the experimental ﬁndings and the theoretical
results but between the basic predictions of diﬀerent theoretical approaches [16].
The above mentioned problems motivate a systematic analysis of the molecular
transport beginning from simple molecules. Well characterized test systems can
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Figure 2.11: Conductance measurement of a H2 molecule between platinum electrodes. Panel (a): The conductance histogram of pure Pt (black area graph) changes
for a histogram showing a huge peak at one conductance unit in the presence of
hydrogen (gray curve). Panel (b): The point contact spectrum, i.e. dG/dV of the
new conﬁguration at 1G0 demonstrates a vibrational excitation. The distribution of
the vibrational energies measured for H2 , HD and D2 gases shows the isotope shift
(panel (c)), which provides an experimental proof that the new conﬁguration is a H2
molecule between the platinum electrodes. The inset shows the proposed geometry.
After Ref. [41, 42].

provide an opportunity to analyze the emerging theoretical approaches, and can
give an insight into the basic underlying transport mechanisms.
A simple molecular system is a hydrogen molecule between two metallic electrodes, which was ﬁrst establised by Smith et al. using mechanically controllable
break junction technique at 4.2 K [41]. They have realized that the conductance
curves of pure palladium drastically changes if hydrogen gas is introduced into the
surrounding of the contact. The conductance histogram of clean palladium, which
shows a peak at 1.5 G0 corresponding to the single-atom contact (grey curve in
Fig. 2.11a) is completely reshaped after admitting H2 gas into the sample holder,
a large weight grows in the histogram below 1.5 G0 with a sharp peak at one con-
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ductance quantum (see Fig. 2.11a). With additional measurements described in the
followings it was identiﬁed that the atomic conﬁguration corresponding to the peak
at 1 G0 is a hydrogen molecule connecting the two platinum electrodes. In the conductance ﬂuctuation measurements suppression was observed at 1 G0 , which means
that only a single conductance channel contributes to the transport. It already suggests that a platinum atom which has ﬁve partially open channels hardly can be
the smallest cross of this conﬁguration and it also rules out that several molecules
connect the two electrodes. In addition, the almost fully open channel produces
a lucky situation, since the suppression of the quantum interference oscillations in
the current-voltage characteristics allows the detection of the vibrational spectrum.
When the increasing bias voltage crosses a voltage corresponding to the vibration
energy of the contact (eV = ω) the electrons can be backscattered during the excitation of the vibration mode. It leads to the drop of the conductance and thus
a peak arises in the dG/dV curve at the vibrational energies. Such a vibrational
spectrum (dG/dV ) is shown for the conﬁguration at 1 G0 in Fig. 2.11b. The observed vibrational energy ω ∼ 60 meV, which highly exceeds the Debye energy of
Pt (∼ 20 meV) implies that light hydrogen atoms are involved. The experimental
proof that the vibrational mode is associated with a hydrogen molecule was given
by additional measurements with HD, D2 gases (see Fig. 2.11c), where the vibrational energy shifts for the diﬀerent isotopes corresponding to the mass diﬀerences
√
(ω ∼ 1/ m). The proposed atomic conﬁguration (see the inset in Fig. 2.11a) was
conﬁrmed by later DFT calculations [43, 44, 42], which reproduced the conductance
value of 1G0 transmitted by a single channel. The recent calculation of Thygesen
et al. [43, 44] can even give a nearly quantitative agreement with the stretching
dependence of the ﬁne details of the vibration spectrum.
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Chapter 3
Experimental techniques
The aim of this chapter is to summarize the applied experimental techniques. All
the experiments presented in this thesis were performed by the Mechanically Controllable Break Junction (MCBJ) technique. First the principle of this technique
and its application in our sample holder is presented; then some of the basic types
of MCBJ measurements and the measurement control system are described.

3.1

MCBJ technique

The principle of the Mechanically Controllable Break Junction (MCBJ) technique
was originally proposed by Moreland [45] for studying metallic point-contacts and
later this technique was developed by Muller et al. [46].
The basic concept of the MCBJ technique is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. A piece of
a wire of the studied metal is ﬁxed on a ﬂexible substrate at two points. The cross
section of the wire is thinned between the closely situated anchoring points. The
ﬂexible substrate (the so-called bending beam) is mounted in a three point bending
conﬁguration; it is ﬁxed to two counter supports at the ends and to a third point right
under the notch of the sample. The position of this central support can be varied
vertically (in the z direction) by a piezoelectric transducer and a diﬀerential screw
mechanism. By pushing the beam at the center it starts to bend, which increases
the distance between the anchoring points of the sample. Due to the pulling strain
the notched part of the wire starts to elongate, and ﬁnally it breaks, producing
two completely clean electrodes. After that, by decreasing the vertical displacement
of the central support, the beam reduces its bending elastically and the electrodes
approach each other. Junctions can be created from the tunnelling to the diﬀusive
regime, depending on the vertical displacement.
27
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Figure 3.1: The Mechanically Controllable Break Junction (MCBJ) geometry, after [1].
Since the bending of the substrate is small, the bending induced movement of
the electrodes happens solely along the axis of the wire (x direction) and it is almost
linearly proportional to the displacement of the central support in the z direction.
The displacement ratio between the movement of the piezo element, dz and the
electrode separation, dx is [1]:
dz/dx 

8ds
,
L2

(3.1)

where L is the length of the bending beam, d is the distance between the anchoring
points of the sample and s is the sum of the vertical distance of the sample from
the substrate and the half of the thickness of the substrate. The typical value of
this reduction ratio is in the order of dz/dx ∼ 100. (In our setup L = 24 mm,
d  0.5 mm and s  0.5 mm.)
The MCBJ technique has both advantages and drawbacks compared to the similarly piezoelectric transducer based STM. A great advantage of the MCBJ that
the wire is broken at liquid helium temperature in a cryogenic vacuum, thus in the
in-situ transport experiments the surface of the created electrodes are completely
clean. Maintaining this condition even reactive metals can be studied for days without the risk of contaminations. Contrary, in the case of the STM the cleanness
of the sample and tip surfaces is a diﬃcult problem. On the other hand the way
of the preparation of the electrodes causes the main disadvantage of the MCBJ as
well. During the uncontrollable breakage irregular and rough electrode surfaces are
created, and their exact shapes and orientations are unknown, whereas in an STM
setup a well characterized tip can be used, and its material can also diﬀer from that
of the sample.
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Another important advantage of the MCBJ is its mechanical stability. As the
electrodes are ﬁxed to the bending beam at a distance smaller than ∼ 1 mm, the
external vibration has a greatly reduced inﬂuence on the electrode separation compared to the STM. Furthermore, the large reduction ratio between the movement of
the electrodes and the vertical displacement of the piezo also increases the stability,
since the eﬀect of any type of disturbance - like thermal expansion, piezo creep or
mechanical noise - is also decreased by this factor.
The simplicity of MCBJ makes it a robust, low-cost and very eﬀective method
to study the transport properties (i.e. conductance, noise) of atomic-sized metallic
junctions.
It is to be noted, that there are several modiﬁcations of the above presented
conventional MCBJ setup. For instance, the MCBJ geometry can be prepared by
nanolitography, which increases the stability by orders of magnitudes [47]; or by
mounting additional piezo elements between the sample and the bending beam at
the two anchoring points an STM like tip-surface conﬁguration can be created with
the access of all three special degrees of freedom [48].

3.2

The experimental setup

The measurement setup used in our laboratory applies the conventional MCBJ technique, illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In this section a brief summary of our setup is presented, for a detailed description see Ref. [1].

3.2.1

Mounting of the sample

For the experiments polycrystalline wires with typical diameter of 20 − 100µm are
used. The wires are usually annealed before the measurements. The sample is ﬁxed
on the top of the bending beam by two drops of Stycast 2850 FT epoxy glue (see
Fig. 3.2). During the mounting the distance between the drops is reduced manually
under the microscope as much as it is possible (d  0.1−0.5 mm), in order to increase
the stability. The electrical contacts are connected to the sample at the outer parts
of the wire by soldering or using silver paint. The bending beam is produced from
phosphore bronze plate, which remains elastic even in cryogenic circumstances. The
substrate is covered by kapton foil, which ensures an insulating layer between the
beam and the sample.
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Figure 3.2: Picture of the sample mounted on the bending beam. The upper panel
shows an enlarged view of the notch in the middle of the wire. The dimension of the
beam is 24 × 10 mm. After Ref. [1]

3.2.2

Notching of the sample

The notching of the wire is an important step of the sample preparation. If the
sample is not thinned enough, the wire dose not break properly during the bending
or it only breaks at a too large bending angle which reduces both the displacement
ratio and the stability. The notch decreases the diameter of the wire to 10 − 30%.
Depending on the hardness of the sample material diﬀerent techniques are used for
notching. In the case of hard metals, like wolfram, chemical etching is applied [49].
For soft materials, like gold, the notch can be produced by manually cutting the
sample with a conventional razor blade under the microscope.
When especially good stability is required we use a slightly modiﬁed sample
mounting and notching method. The stability is increased by further reduction
of the distance between the anchoring points of the sample during the mounting.
However, if the two drops of epoxy glue are pushed too close to each other, than due to the surface tension between the wire and the glue - they conﬂuence slowly
under the sample and they can even cover the mayor part of the wire surface in the
center. On the one hand such a situation deﬁnitely increases the stability but on
the other hand it raises the problem of measuring the degree of diameter reduction
during the notching. If the drops are separated one can easily control the size of
the remaining connection between the two sides of the wire by watching the cutting
procedure under the microscope, but if the sample is covered by Stycast it is not
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b) bending beam

piece of a blade
Figure 3.3: The cutting-equipment. (a) Two micrometer positioners are used to cut
the sample; (b) one is applied to approach the sample and the blade (blue arrow),
the other one is used to perform the cutting movement (red arrow).

possible. In order to be able to thin the sample even in this case in a controllable
way a cutting-equipment is used and the size of the notch is estimated from the
sample resistance. This cutting-equipment consists of a small part of a razor blade
and two micrometer positioners (see Fig. 3.3). The bending beam is ﬁxed in such a
position that the center of the sample just faces the edge of the blade. One of the
micrometer positioners is used to approach or retract the blade and the sample (blue
arrow), while the other moves the bending beam in its own plane perpendicular to
the wire axis (red arrow). The cutting is performed by the sharp curvature at the
end of the razor-edge moving it by the second positioner.
The advantage of this setup is that the relative position of the sample and the
blade can be regulated precisely by the micrometer scales of the positioners. The
proper notch is produced in repeated steps. First the blade is approached a bit
further ( 5 µm) to the sample (blue displacement) than the curvature of the bladeedge is attached to the sample and small cutting movements are performed (red
displacement). After that the blade is removed by the second positioner in order to
measure the resistance of the sample. Than the whole procedure is repeated until
the initial resistance is increased by the required amount (typically ∼ 0.01 Ω).
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Figure 3.4: The sample holder used in our laboratory for the MCBJ measurements [1].

3.2.3

The sample holder

The MCBJ sample holder used in our laboratory is shown in Fig. 3.4. The coarse
regulation of the electrode separations is provided by turning an axle in the top of the
sample holder. This turning is converted to vertical displacement by a diﬀerential
screw with a gear of 150 µm/turn. The diﬀerential screw is connected to the axle by a
loose fork blade mechanism, which allows the mechanical decoupling of the axle and
the bottom part, and thus the inﬂuence of the mechanical noise is not transmitted
by the axle. The ﬁne regulation of the electrode displacement is performed by a
piezoelectric stack which is situated between the diﬀerential screw and the central
support of the three point bending conﬁguration. This piezoelectric transducer
produces a displacement of ∼ 1 µm of the central support upon a change of 1V
of the applied voltage (the maximal applied piezo voltage is 300 V). In order to
additionally stabilize the setup a back-spring pushes the bending beam against the
central support.
A vacuum coating covers the whole sample holder isolating it from the outside
world. Since the measurements are generally performed at liquid helium temperature
the cryopumping eﬀect automatically provides a high vacuum inside the sample
holder (∼ 10−10 mbar), which ensures the cleanness of the electrodes. Sometimes a
small amount of helium exchange gas is introduced into the vacuum space for the
better thermalization of the inner part of the sample holder. During the hydrogen
related measurements the temperature is slightly elevated (to T ∼ 20 K), but even
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at this temperature all the gases are frozen, except H2 .
The other important advantage of the cryogenic temperature is the great reduction of the mechanical vibrations and the thermal expansions which is crucial to
ensure the stability of the system. In most of the measurements the sample holder
is put in a liquid helium transport vessel (RH100), which is hanged on a rubber
cord to mechanically isolate the entire system. Due to the several stability improving factors the drift of the electrode separation can be as small as 1 − 2 pm on the
timescale of several minutes [1].

3.2.4

Calibration

In the MCBJ geometry the changing of the electrode separation is not equal to the
piezo induced displacement unlike in the case of the STM. The displacement ratio
has a diﬀerent value for each sample (due to the changes of d and s, see Eq. 3.1) so
an in-situ calibration procedure has to be applied.
Three type of diﬀerent methods are used to determinate the ratio of the electrode
displacement and the piezo voltage:
• For metals which show monoatomic chain formation (like gold and platinum)
the calibration can be executed by measuring the plateaus’ length histogram
of the last atomic conﬁguration (see Fig. 3.6e, and Subsec. 3.3.2). In this histogram peaks appears at equidistant positions, corresponding to the breakage
of chains containing one, two, three etc. atoms. The interatomic distance
in these chains was precisely determined (2.3 Å for Pt and 2.5 Å for Au) in
previous works of Untiedt and Smit et. al. [50, 31]. The quotient of this value
and the distance between the peak positions (measured in piezo voltage, VP )
gives the desired calibration ratio.
• The exponential dependance of the tunnelling current on the electrode separation provides an other way of the calibration. Approximating the tunnel
junction with a one dimensional square potential barrier the resistance is
√
R ∝ exp


8mφ
x ,


(3.2)

where m is the electron mass, φ is the work function of the metal and x is
the distance between the electrodes. Measuring the tunnelling resistance as
a function of the piezo voltage and plotting it in semilogarithmic coordinates
(log R vs. VP ) the calibration ratio can be determined from the slope of the
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Figure 3.5: (a) Energy diagram in the ﬁeld emission regime. Due to the high bias
voltage, eV > φ, an electron from the left electrode can ﬁnd classically accessible
state in the position of the vacuum barrier. (b) Field emission resonance spectrum
measured on Pt sample for ﬁeld emission current of 100pA [51].

line. Using a typical value for the work function (φ = 5.4 eV for Au) the
changes of one decade in the resistance corresponds to a displacement of ∼ 1 Å.
The error of this calibration technique, however, can be as large as ∼ 30%,
due to the uncertainty of the work function, as it depends on the exact shape
of the electrodes [48]. The substitution of the bulk value into Eq. 3.2 results
in an unavoidable error. Nevertheless, due to the simplicity of this calibration
it can be used as a good approximation.

• The third calibration method developed by Kolesnychenko et. al. [52] improves
the previous technique with the experimental determination of the work function, φ. Measuring the tunnelling current in the so-called ﬁeld emission regime,
when eV > φ, part of the vacuum barrier becomes classically accessible (see
Fig. 3.5a). In this positive kinetic-energy region the electron wave function
can be considered as a superposition of the incident and reﬂected waves from
the potential step at the anode interface. The transmission coeﬃcient reaches
its maximum when conditions for electron-standing waves are fulﬁlled in the
triangular potential well conﬁned by the barrier potential in −d < z < 0 and a
potential wall at z = 0. These so-called ﬁeld emission resonance (FER) peaks
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appear at bias voltages

eVn = φ +

3π
√
2 2m

2/3

F 2/3 n2/3 ,

(3.3)

where n is the peak index and F is the ﬁeld strength, F = V /d. Therefore,
if one plots the Vn values versus n2/3 , the oﬀset of the linear ﬁt gives the
experimental value of the work function of the electrode while the ﬁeld strength
can be found from its slope. Using the value of F the distance between the
electrodes can be expressed as d = V /F .
A measured ﬁeld emission resonance spectra is presented in Fig. 3.5b. In these
experiments the tunnel current is kept constant and the electrode separation
(S) is varied as the bias voltage is increased. At bias voltages corresponding
to the resonance conditions, Vn peaks appear in the dS/dV curve.
The estimated accuracy of this method is 5 − 10%. Its application is especially
important when He exchange gas is introduced into the sample holder, since
the adsorbed He can increase the electrodes’ work function by as much as a
factor of two [53].

3.3

Basic types of MCBJ measurements

In this section some of the basic measurement types performed with the MCBJ
technique are collected, which will be used in several points during the description
of the experimental results in the subsequent Chapters.
The most widely used measurement type for the investigation of atomic-sized
contacts is the conductance histogram technique, which is presented ﬁrst. Then an
other statistical method is described, the so-called plateaus’ length histogram, which
is used to study the chain formation process. Finally a short introduction to pointcontact spectroscopy is given, concentrating on the electron-phonon interaction.

3.3.1

Conductance histograms

As it was mentioned in the previous chapter, in atomic-sized metallic junctions the
conductance values as a function of the electrode separation do not reproduce; the
shape of the conductance traces measured during subsequent breakages are diﬀerent
(see Fig. 3.6a). Therefore a statistical method is required to study the conductance,
which is the so-called conductance histogram technique. The conductance histogram
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Figure 3.6: Building the conductance histogram and the plateaus’ length histogram.
Panel (a) shows a few conductance traces during the elongation of the junction.
Panel (b) demonstrates the growth of the conductance histogram as the subsequent
conductance curves (from right to left) give their contribution to it. The plateus’
length histogram for these three curves in the conductance region of G/G0 ∈ [0.7, 1.1]
(grey stripe in Panel (a)) is seen in Panel (d). The two type of histograms built up
from the contribution of ∼ 10000 gold conductance traces are presented in Panel (c)
and (e).
means the probability distribution function of the diﬀerent conductance values calculated from a large amount of conductance curves measured during the break of the
contact. The building of the conductance histogram is demonstrated in Fig. 3.6a, b.
As it is seen in the ﬁgures the conductance traces increase the height of the histogram at those conductance values where they contain plateaus. The acquisition
of a few thousands of conductance curves does not smooth out the conductance
histogram, moreover, peaks survive at well deﬁned positions (see Fig. 3.6c), which
do not change due to the inclusion of additional traces. The position of these peaks
means such conductance values that appear with larger probability. These statistically preferred conductance vales correspond to stable atomic conﬁgurations which
regularly appear during the breakage.
The measurement setup which used to acquire conductance histograms is presented in Fig. 3.7. The periodic elongation and retraction of the contact is produced
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by the changes of the applied voltage on the piezo element. Since in most cases we
investigate the evolution of the atomic conﬁgurations during the elongation, highly
asymmetric (90 − 95%) triangular voltage signal is applied on the piezo (see the
illustration in Fig. 3.6), which produces long pulling periods with subsequent fast
compressions. This saw-tooth like modulation is generated by the measurement control program on the output channel of a National Instruments PCI-MIO-16XE-10
data acquisition board. This signal is ampliﬁed to the 0 − 300 V range by a Delta
Elektronika ES0300-0.45 high voltage power supply and its output is applied to the
piezo crystal. In order to decrease the rise time of the piezo voltage a 50 W shunt
resistance is connected parallel to the piezo crystal. In this way a proper ramping
can be achieved with the amplitude of 10 − 30 V even at the modulation frequency
of 10 − 20Hz.
During the compression of the contact care must be taken to push the electrodes
together into the conductance range of 20 − 40 G0 . In this case the position of
hundreds of atoms changes, which guarantees that the consecutive conductance
traces are independent and does not show any reproducible structures.
The conductance of the sample is measured in a voltage biased two-point measurement scheme. (Since the resistance of the atomic-sized contacts is in the 1−10 kΩ
range no four point method is required.) The bias voltage is applied by a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter through a voltage divider in order to decrease the higher
frequency noise of the dc voltage source. The current of the sample is converted
to voltage signal by a Keithley 428 Current Ampliﬁer at gains of 104 , 105 V/A.
This voltage signal is continuously acquired by one of the input channels of the
16 bit analog digital converter of the National Instrument acquisition board. The
applied sampling rate is 10 − 20 ksample/sec, which corresponds to 1000 points for
the whole conductance trace and typically 50 − 150 points for the plateau of a single
atom contact. The conductance histogram is calculated and plotted continuously
by the measurement control software (see Fig. 3.9).
During the conductance histogram measurements one can easily be confronted
with the problem of “biting” which means that a high frequency modulation (as a
function of the conductance) is superimposed on the histogram. It is caused by the
wrong matching the resolution of the analog digital converter (ADC) and the width
of the histogram bin. This problem can be solved by using a bin size which is 10-20
times wider than the digital resolution of the ADC, or if it is not possible by setting
the bin size equal to the digital resolution.
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Figure 3.7: The block diagram of the conductance histogram measurement

3.3.2

Plateaus’ length histograms

An other frequently used statistical method for studying the evolution of the conductance values during the pulling process is the so-called plateaus’ length histogram,
which means the probability distribution function of the length of the conductance
traces in a certain conductance region.
The statistically preferred atomic conﬁgurations can be identiﬁed by peaks in
the conductance histogram (see Fig. 3.6c). The appearance of a peak, however
only signiﬁes the position of the ﬂat parts in the conductance traces. The length
of the corresponding stable atomic conﬁguration can be studied by building the
plateaus’ length histogram for a narrow conductance range of the selected peak.
It provides a very interesting result for gold, where the plateaus’ length histogram
for the conductance region of the huge peak at 1 G0 shows peaks at equidistant
positions (see Fig. 3.6e). This discovery of Yanson et al. gave the ﬁrst experimental
proof for the chain formation of single atoms [29]. We usually apply the plateaus’
length histogram as a calibration method for the displacement ratio (for Au and Pt
samples). It will also be used extensively in the study of the chain modiﬁcation due
to the adsorbed hydrogen (see Chap. 6).
We calculate the plateaus’ length histogram simultaneously with the conductance histogram with the measurement setup presented in Fig. 3.7. The length in a
conductance region of G ∈ [G1 , G2 ] is deﬁned by the distance between the position
of the ﬁrst acquired point with conductance value lower than G2 and the position
of the last acquired point which has a higher conductance value than G1 (see an
example in Fig. 3.6a and d). A proper plateaus’ length histogram requires better
mechanical stability, the conductance curves has to be acquired with better time
resolution (sampling rate of 20 ksample/sec) and the amount of curves need to be
higher (∼ 104 ) than in the case of conductance histogram measurements. Care must
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also be taken also to avoid the too fast variation of the contact size, since the chains
are sensitive to the transient relaxation processes of the electrodes.

3.3.3

Point-contacts spectroscopy

Beside the elastic scattering discussed in Chap. 2 the conductance of a point-contact
depends also on the interaction of the electrons with any type of excitable objects
(like phonons, magnons, magnetic impurities, two-level systems, etc.) can also inﬂuence the conductance, since any scattering event that backscatters an electron
travelling thorough the contact leads to the decrease of the conductance. The inelastic scattering is allowed only if the excess energy of the electron, eV , is large
enough to cover the energy of the excitation, ω, i.e. the reduction of the conductance due to such a process can only appear for applied voltage larger than
eV = ω. By studying the current voltage characteristics of a mesoscopic junction
(contact with a typical diameter of 10 − 100nm), information can be gained about
the energies of the existing elementary excitations and their interaction with the
electrons. The so-called point contact spectroscopy (PCS), i.e. the measurement
of the second derivative of the current - voltage characteristics, −d2 I/d2 V , was extensively used to investigate the electron-phonon interaction in metals [54] Detailed
calculations show [11, 55] that this quantity is proportional to the phonon density
of states, F (ω) multiplied with the electron-phonon coupling strength
∂ 2I
(V ) ∼ αp2 F (ω = eV ).
2
∂V

(3.4)

The αp2 F (ω) function is a slight modiﬁcation of the Eliashberg electron-phonon
interaction function, α2 F (ω), involving a geometrical transport eﬃciency factor
for the back-ﬂow current.
An example for a measured metallic PC spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.8. The
electron-phonon interaction induced nonlinearities are usually in the order of a few
percents of the diﬀerential conductance. Comparing the measured spectrum with
the phonon density of states (left panel) it is seen that the energy range of the appearing structures coincide. The diﬀerences between the two curves is due to varying
electron-phonon coupling strength for the various phonon modes. It has to be mentioned that in most of the PC spectra a background signal is also superimposed on
αp2 F (ω) (right panel), which is related to the voltage induced non-equilibrium distribution of the phonon system. Detailed review of the point-contact spectroscopy
can be found in Refs. [11, 56, 54]
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Figure 3.8: Typical point-contact spectra (PCS) i.e. the −d2 I/d2 V versus the bias
voltage of a metal junction. The curves were measured on Pd samples with a resistivity of R = 7 − 20 Ω. In the left panel the calculated phonon density of states
of Pd (dashed line) is also presented. In the measured PC spectra a background is
superimposed, which smoothly increases with voltage and saturates above the range
of the phonon energies, which is illustrated in the right panel by dashed line. This
background is due to the non-equilibrium distribution of the phonon system. After
Ref. [55].

3.4

Measurement control system

The measurement control program was developed in Microsoft Visual Basic programming language using the National Instrument Measurement Studio package.
The communication with the instruments is executed through a GPIB connection
and through a data acquisition card (DAQ card). The GPIB connection is used for
changing the applied bias voltage on the sample or the gain of an instrument. It is
also suitable for a slower acquisition of the data, i.e. the acquisition of precise voltage value measured with a longer averaging time (> 0.1 − 1 sec). In most cases large
data sets are needed to be able to perform statistical analysis, therefore fast data
acquisition rate is required, which is provided by a National Instruments PCI-MIO16XE-10 data acquisition board. This data acquisition card has 16 input channels
connecting to an analog digital converter with a resolution of 16 bit at an acquisition
rate of 100 ksample/sec, and it also contains two output channels working with the
same resolution and speed.
The most common application of the input channels is the fast acquisition of
the conductance traces during the breakage of the contact. The 16 bit resolution is
suﬃcient for this purpose, e.g. in the case of conductance curve measurements with
a maximal conductance value of about 10 G0 this resolution allows the acquisition
of 2 − 2.5 decades in the tunnelling regime, which is already enough to estimate the
calibration of the electrode separation. In the conductance histogram measurements
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the conductance curves are acquired with a typical rate of 20−30 ksample/sec, which
already provides an appropriate time resolution. The maximal acquisition speed of
the card, 100 ksample/sec is used when simultaneously more quantities are measured
during the breakage (like the I, G = ∂I/∂V and ∂G/∂V in conductance ﬂuctuation
measurements; see Sec. A.2). The high acquisition speed is also very useful when
fast changes of the contact conductance is studied, e.g. the two level ﬂuctuation of
a group of atoms.
The output channel of the DAQ card practically provides an arbitrary waveform generator but it can also be applied to trigger other instruments or to control
instruments which have only analog input. Mostly we use this output channel to
control the voltage applied on the piezo element. For instance, by programming of
the DAQ card’s output channel in the continuous conductance curve measurements,
the oﬀset voltage and the modulation amplitude of the asymmetric triangular signal
of the piezo voltage can easily be varied.
Beside the data transfer, the measurement control program has to process the
raw data just after the acquisition. Since the properties of atomic-sized junctions
generally diﬀer from one conﬁguration to the other the data processing usually means
some kind of statistical analysis. The proper form of this task depends on the actually studied physical problem. If an interesting property is observed on an individual
atomic conﬁguration, it has to be investigated on several conﬁgurations or curves
in order to verify that it is really characteristic for the system studied. First, some
kind of criterium has to be formulated, which characterizes this new feature, then
a procedure has to be deﬁned by which this criterium can be studied on statistical
level. This statistical analysis has to be implemented into the measurement control
program in order to to ensure that the dependance on the diﬀerent experimental
conditions could be continuously monitored by the online data processing.
A good example of this procedure is the plateaus’ length histogram of gold. During the measurement of gold conductance curves it was found that the last plateaus
are especially long. The length of this plateau was characterized by the number of
acquired conductance values in G/G0 = [0.7, 1.1]. The distribution function of this
length was studied statistically, and the appearing periodic peaks in this plateaus
length histogram proved the existence of monoatomic chains [8]. By the implementation of the continuous plateaus’ length histogram measurement into the control
program the chain formation can be eﬃciently studied as a function of several parameters. It can be immediately seen that at too high bias voltage or at too fast
elongation speed the chain formation is less preferred. The online monitoring of the
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Plateaus’ length histogram

Conductance histogram

Conductance traces
during the breakage

Figure 3.9: An example from the developed control softwares which carries out the
automatized measurement of the conductance histogram and plateaus’ length histogram. The white text and arrows explain the contents of the graphs.
chain formation also helped a lot in the study of the inﬂuence of adsorbed gases on
the atomic chains (see Chap. 6).
The conductance histogram and the plateaus’ length histogram are the two statistical results which are most frequently studied. Fig. 3.9 illustrates one of the
measurement control programs, which calculate these histograms during the acquisition of the conductance traces. In the upper graphs the continuous growth of the
histograms can be seen. Beside these two types of histograms there are several other
statistical analysis which are performed continuously during the data acquisition,
like the analysis of the conductance ﬂuctuations (see Sec. A.2) or the analysis of the
correlations between diﬀerent atomic conﬁgurations.
Sometimes it can take several hours or even days to collect enough raw data for
a suﬃciently good statistical result. During such a long period the changes of the
experimental conditions (like small thermal drifts) are unavoidable, which lead to
the changes of the electrode separation. In order to perform this time consuming
measurements without personal intervention the measurement control program has
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also to be able to compensate such changes automatically. Therefore, a feedback
routine is built into the program, which corrects the electrode separation by varying
the applied oﬀset voltage on the piezo crystal. After every 5 − 10 modulation cycles
of the piezo signal the program checks that the applied oﬀset of the piezo voltage is
suﬃcient to break the contact during the elongations and to compress the electrodes
above a speciﬁed conductance value (20 − 40 G0 ) during the pushing. Only such
conductance traces are used in the consecutive statistical analysis which fulﬁl these
requirements. If the number of bad traces exceeds a limit the feedback routine
changes the piezo oﬀset.
During the measurements not only the result of the statistical analysis, but the
row acquired data are also saved in order to ensure the possibility of any later
additional data processing.
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Chapter 4
Quantum interference structures
in the conductance plateaus of
gold nanojunctions
The conductance of breaking metallic nanojunctions shows plateaus alternated with
sudden jumps, corresponding to the stretching of stable atomic conﬁgurations and
atomic rearrangements, respectively. In this chapter the structure of the conductance plateaus is investigated, ﬁrst by measuring the voltage dependence of the
plateaus’ slope on individual junctions, than by a detailed statistical analysis on
numerous contacts. Though the atomic discreteness of the junction plays a fundamental role in the evolution of the conductance, it is demonstrated that the ﬁne
structure of the conductance plateaus is determined by quantum interference phenomenon to a great extent.

4.1

Introduction

In a metallic contact with only a few atoms in the cross section the coherent quantum phenomena always interplay with the atomic granularity of matter, as the
wavelength of the electrons and the interatomic distance are in the same order of
magnitude. The atomic nature of the junction is clearly demonstrated by the evolution of the conductance during the break of the contact, showing plateaus alternated
with sudden jumps (Fig. 4.1). Force measurements have shown that the conductance
plateaus correspond to the stretching of stable atomic conﬁgurations, whereas the
conductance jumps are related to atomic rearrangements [5]. On the other hand,
the statistical analysis of a large amount of conductance vs. electrode separation
45
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Figure 4.1: Representative conductance trace recorded during the break of a gold
nanojunction. The inset shows a segment of the last conductance plateau demonstrating the ﬁne structure of the conductance traces.
traces has shown signs of conductance quantization in metals with loosely bound s
electrons [6]. The quantum nature of conductance is also reﬂected by the quantum
interference (QI) phenomenon of the electron waves scattered on nearby impurities, which was reported in Refs. [26, 57]. These works investigated the interference
patterns in the voltage dependence of the conductance. The experiments presented
in this chapter demonstrate that QI has a deﬁnite inﬂuence on the structure of the
conductance plateaus as well, and the QI arises from the spatial variation of the
electron paths during the stretching of the junction.
The measurements were performed on high purity gold samples at liquid Helium
temperature with the MCBJ technique. The conductance histogram of Au shows
a sharp peak at the quantum conductance unit, G0 = 2e2 /h (see Fig. 2.3a). This
peak arises from the frequent occurrence of plateaus that are accurately positioned
at 1 G0 , as shown in Fig. 4.1. It was found, that these plateaus are related to the
conductance through a single gold atom [2], or through a chain of gold atoms in
a row [29, 58]. In both cases the contact has a single conductance channel with
almost perfect transmission [18, 59]. Theoretical studies have pointed out that in
gold the conductance of a monoatomic contact is not sensitive to the amount of
stretching, which could explain the ﬂatness of the last conductance plateau [19]. In
the experiments, however, the conductance plateaus always show a ﬁne structure,
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T0
bare conductance
interference correction

Figure 4.2: Illustration for the quantum interference eﬀect in nanojunctions, following the model of Ref. [26].
which are diﬀerent during each rupture (see the inset in Fig. 4.1). This feature could
be naturally explained by the atomic discreteness of the junction: as the electrodes
are pulled apart the overlap between the central atoms changes, which alters the
conductance of the contact. In this chapter it is shown that this interpretation is not
satisfactory, and the ﬁne structure of the conductance plateaus is strongly aﬀected
by quantum interference phenomenon.

4.2

Quantum interference (QI)

The basic idea behind quantum interference in atomic-sized junctions is illustrated
in Fig. 4.2. The narrow neighborhood of the contact center can be considered
as a ballistic region with a transmission probability, T0 . The electron wave that
has travelled through the contact can be partially reﬂected by impurities or lattice
defects farther away in the diﬀusive electrodes. The reﬂected wave goes back to the
contact, and a part of it is reﬂected back again by the contact itself. This part of
the wave interferes with the direct wave, modifying the conductance of the junction.
The net transmission including the interference corrections can be written as:
T (z, V )  T0 (z) 1 +


j


Aj cos

eV
kz +
vz


L j + Φj

.

(4.1)

The total transmission is a function both of the electrode separation, z and the bias
voltage, V . The bare transmission of the contact, T0 is controlled by the shape
of the junction and the overlap between the atomic orbitals, and accordingly it is
dependent on the electrode separation, z. It was shown that in the voltage scale
of the measurement the voltage dependence of T0 can be neglected [60, 61]. In
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the interference correction the sum runs over the various electron trajectories; Lj
and Φj are the path length and the phase shift on a trajectory, respectively; kz is
the wave number of the electron, which is in the order of the Fermi wave number,
kF ; and vz is the corresponding velocity. The amplitude Aj is determined by the
scattering cross section of the defect, the length of the path, and the reﬂection of the
contact. (This expression assumes that no thermalization occurs in the process, i.e.
the electrons travel along the backscattered trajectories keeping the excess kinetic
energy equal with eV . thus the spatial dependance of the voltage drop is neglected.
This assumption only slightly modiﬁes the results.)
The diﬀerential conductance of the system is obtained from the transmission as
G(z, V ) = G0 · T (z, V ).

(4.2)

(For the sake of simplicity, a single conductance channel is considered. The argumentation would be similar for multiple channels as well.)
Quantum interference leads to ﬂuctuations in the conductance when the interference conditions are tuned experimentally. An obvious possibility to tune the
interference condition is to change the bias voltage, which changes the wave number
of the electrons and therefore the accumulated phases in the diﬀerent trajectories.
The eV /vz term in the interference term of Eq. 4.1 takes into account this eﬀect
of the ﬁnite bias as a ﬁrst order correction. Measuring the diﬀerential conductance
as a function of the bias voltage this QI induced ﬂuctuation shows up as a small
random oscillation [26, 57]. An example is presented in Fig. 4.4a for single atom
gold contacts.
From one atomic conﬁguration to another this oscillatory pattern completely
reshapes, which can be explained by the changes of the interference parameters (Aj ,
Lj and Φj ). Furthermore not only the shape of the oscillation but also its amplitude
i.e. the size of the entire interference correction varies a lot. Ludoph et. al. made
an interesting observation that the size of the QI correction correlates with the
conductance value of the atomic conﬁguration , G(0) in monovalent metals [26]. A
possible way to quantify the contribution of QI is the measurement of the oscillation
amplitude in G(V ), but it is quite time consuming since a large number of G(V )
curves have to be measured. In order to perform a statistical study of this eﬀect
Ludoph et. al. introduced a faster experimental technique [62]. In this technique
a relatively large voltage modulation (10 − 40 meV) is applied on the sample and
an average value of ∂G/∂V is measured from the second harmonic current response
by a lock-in detector. This value of ∂G/∂V measures the average ﬂuctuation of
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Figure 4.3: The QI induced conductance ﬂuctuation in dG/dV for gold contact. The
standard deviation of dG/dV is plotted as a function of the conductance for ∼ 5000
conductance traces. The suppression of the conductance ﬂuctuation at the integer
value of G/G0 demonstrates the saturation of the conductance channels. The curves
were measured at bias voltage, Vdc = 60meV and with the rms modulation amplitude
of Vac = 20meV .
the G(V ) curve in the voltage range where the modulation takes place. Due to the
fast lock-in method (3 − 10 msec per one atomic conﬁguration) the ∂G/∂V values
can be measured parallel with the conductance during repeated contact-breakage
cycles and thus a large statistical sampling can be gained. The standard deviation
of ∂G/∂V for the conﬁgurations at a ﬁxed conductance value G, i.e. σ∂G/∂V (G) was
used to quantify the relative size of the QI as a function of G.
This statistical analysis of the voltage induced conductance ﬂuctuation was used
as a tool to verify the saturation of the conductance channels for monovalent metals
[26, 62, 63]. The saturation of the conductance channels means that a new channel
only starts to open if the previous ones are completely open (see Sec. 2.3). If the
conductance channels of a contact are fully transmitting, the partial wave returning
from the diﬀusive electrode can not be reﬂected back by the contact and therefore
the QI correction vanishes. Thus, in the case of the saturation of the channels the
ﬂuctuation in G(V ) has to be suppressed for contacts with quantized conductance
value, G = nG0 where n is an integer. This is demonstrated statistically for gold
junctions in Fig. 4.3, with the standard deviation of the ∂G/∂V as a function of conductance. The ﬁgure shows that the conductance ﬂuctuation is almost completely
suppressed at the conductance value of 1G0 , and strong suppression is observed also
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at G = 2 and 3G0 . From the size of the minima at quantized conductance values one
can state that the saturation of the conductance channels is perfect within  1%
and  5 − 10% at 1G0 and 2-3G0 , respectively [62].
In principle there are other possibilities than changing the bias voltage to tune
the interference condition. The interference pattern can also be changed by altering
the phase factor of the electron paths with magnetic ﬁeld. In atomic-sized contacts,
however, magnetic ﬁelds of  60 T would be required to have a considerable inﬂuence on the interference, while a ﬁeld of 1 T already strongly inﬂuences the atomic
arrangement of the contact due to magnetostriction eﬀects [64].
We utilized a third way of tuning of the interference condition; the variation of the
length of the electron paths. In nanojunctions the interference path length naturally
changes with the separation of the electrodes. To have a complete period in the
interference pattern the electrode separation should be changed by one wavelength
of the electrons, which is in the order of ∼ 5Å. Experimentally, such a displacement
is not possible without a jump-like atomic rearrangement, which abruptly changes
the interference pattern. From this reason, only shorter parts of the conductance
plateaus can be studied, like that in the inset of Fig. 4.1. The ﬁne structure of these
short segments can originate both from the QI phenomenon and from the electrode
separation dependence of the bare transmission, T0 (z). In this chapter experimental
techniques will be presented, which can decide what extent these two phenomena
are involved in the evolution of the plateaus. To investigate the ﬁne structure of
the conductance traces, the local slope of the plateaus is studied by two diﬀerent
methods. As a ﬁrst step, in Sec. 4.3 it will be demonstrated - examining the behavior
of individual junctions - that the local slope of the plateaus can only be explained
if the QI is taken into account. The basic argumentation of this section is also
found in the Ph.D. thesis of A. Halbritter [1]. Next, in section 4.4 a new statistical
approach is presented which shows that the QI contributes to the ﬁne structure of
the plateaus to the same extent as the bare transmission. In addition Appendix B
contains a detailed calculation to estimate the contribution of the QI.

4.3

QI in the plateaus’ slope of individual junctions

In the previous section it was shown that the bias voltage is such an adjustable
experimental parameter which can be used to tune the interference condition, therefore it is useful to examine the bias voltage dependance of the local slope of the
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Figure 4.4: The diﬀerential conductance G(V ) = ∂I/∂V (a), and its derivative
respect to the elongation length ∂G(V )/∂z (b) recorded simultaneously on diﬀerent
single-atom gold junctions. The amplitude of the voltage modulation was 7meV ,
while the distance was modulated by  0.14Å.

plateaus on individual junctions.
Figure 4.4 shows the diﬀerential conductance (Panel a), and its derivative with
respect to the electrode separation (Panel b) recorded as a function of the bias
voltage. The curves with the same color were measured simultaneously on the
same junction. The measurements were performed by double lock-in technique, for
the details see the appendix (Subsection A.1). An ac modulation was added to
the bias voltage with the amplitude of Vac = 7meV at a frequency of  100kHz.
Meanwhile, the electrode separation was also modulated by applying a sine-wave
voltage on the piezo element with the frequency of  400Hz. The oscillation of
the separation had a typical amplitude of  0.1 Å. As the bias voltage was varied,
the diﬀerential conductance, G(V ) was detected by a lock-in ampliﬁer working on
the higher frequency. Its signal was also used to feed the second lock-in detector
operating at the lower frequency of the distance modulation, thus this provides the
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derivative of the diﬀerential conductance with respect to the elongation: ∂G/∂z(V ).
These curves are reproducible to the very small details as long as the same
contact is measured. When the junction is changed by a larger adjustment of the
electrode separation, or simple by some external mechanical disturbance, completely
new structures appear in the curves. The curves with diﬀerent colors in Fig.4.4 were
measured before and after such a change.
Assume that the dependence of the diﬀerential conductance on the electrode
separation, z is attributed only to the bare transmission T0 (z). In this case the
slope of the conductance plateau can be written as [1]:
∂G(z, V )
1 ∂T0 (z)
=
G(z, V ),
∂z
T0 (z) ∂z

(4.3)

i.e. the voltage dependence of ∂G/∂z is simply proportional to G(V ). This, however
is disproved by the experimental results shown above. The oscillatory patterns of
the G(V ) curve and the ∂G(V )/∂z curve in Fig. 4.4 do not coincide. Furthermore,
in the G(V ) curve the oscillations have a typical amplitude of  5% compared to
the mean value of G  0.75 G0 , while in the ∂G(V )/∂z curve the relative amplitude
of the oscillations is more than an order of magnitude larger.
These observations can only be explained, if the change of the path lengths
Lj → Lj + dz is also taken into account where the electrode separation is dz. Then,
the derivative of the transmission with respect to z is written as [1]:

∂T0 (z)
∂T (z, V )

− T0 (z)
kz Aj sin
∂z
∂z
j



eV
kz +
vz


Lj + Φ j .

(4.4)

In the experiments the applied voltage is much smaller than the Fermi energy, so
the term eV /vz was neglected besides kz . The term ∂T0 /∂z j Aj cos(...) was also
neglected being an order of a magnitude smaller than ∂T0 /∂z.
According to this formula, ∂T0 /∂z is well approximated with the mean value
−1
of the G−1
0 ∂G(V )/∂z curve, which have a smaller absolute value than ∼ 0.002 Å
based on the experimental curves in Fig. 4.4. The amplitude of the interference
correction is characterized by the standard deviation, which is ∼ 0.005 Å−1 . It
shows, that the variation of the plateau’s slope due to QI has the same order of
magnitude as the separation dependence of the bare transmission. The comparison
of the formulas (4.1) and (4.4) shows, that the amplitude of the oscillatory term
changes by a factor of kz ∼ kF , while the constant term changes by (∂T0 /∂z)/T0
due to the diﬀerentiation. According to measurements on several contacts, ∂T0 /∂z
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is typically below  0.05 Å−1 (see later), which is smaller by an order of a magnitude
than kF  1 Å−1 . This explains that the contribution of QI is highly enhanced in
the ∂G/∂z curves, while in the G(V ) curves it only gives a minor correction.
It has to be mentioned that the simultaneous measurement of G(V ) and ∂G/∂z(V ),
in principle, gives the possibility to determinate the wave number of the electron
since the ratio of the interference corrections in these two quantities is kz . Dividing
the standard deviation of ∂G/∂z with the standard deviation of G for the curves
shown in Fig. 4.4 provides kz = 0.4Å−1 and 0.54Å−1 values for the wave number,
which are somewhat smaller than the Fermi wave number of gold, kF  1.1Å−1 .
The value of kz appearing in this quotient is, however, the wave number of the
electron in the section of the contact where the elongation takes place. In the a
case of a junction containing only a few atoms the elongation occurs in the close
vicinity of narrowest part of the contact [65]. Assuming that this elongated region
can be treated as a ballistic channel, the wave number can be expressed from the
dispersion relation of the electron: EF = E 0 + 2 kz2 /2m, where E 0 is the energy
of the transversal mode. This relation shows that the one dimensional Fermi wave


√
length kF = 2mEF / is only an upper limit for the value of kz , but in principle
kz can be smaller depending on the value of the transversal energy. Considering the
situation when the electron is transmitted in a conductance channel which is only
slightly open, i.e. EF −E 0  EF the wave number is expected to be especially small.
Thus the ratio of the QI induced ﬂuctuations in ∂G/∂z(V ) and G(V ) provides direct information about the extent of the opening of the contributing conductance
channels.

4.4

Statistical study of the QI in the slope of the
plateaus

In the previous section measurements performed on individual contacts were used
to demonstrate that QI has a contribution to the local slope of the conductance
plateaus. In order to get more reliable results a statistical study has to be performed,
since the atomic conﬁgurations can strongly vary for repeated formations, and the
investigation of a few individual junctions can easily lead to results which is not
generic for the studied system.
In the study of the quantum interference the bad reproducibility of the atomic
conﬁgurations during the repeated breakage of the junction is an advantage, since
one can make a direct ensemble average for the interference parameters (Aj , Lj and
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Φj ) with simply collecting the data for many contact breaking cycles.
The data set for the statistical analysis was obtained by recording ∼ 15000 independent conductance vs. electrode separation traces at a ﬁxed bias voltage. The
typical acquisition rate was 50 points/Å. The local slope of the plateaus, ∂G/∂z was
determined by numerical diﬀerentiation. (Note that G indicates the conductance,
i.e. G = I/V while G means the diﬀerential conductance, i.e. G = ∂I/∂V ). The
derivative, was calculated at each point of the conductance plateaus, however the
jump-like changes between two plateaus – corresponding to sudden atomic rearrangements – were excluded from the analysis.
The mean value of the local slope is not an appropriate quantity to measure the
contribution of QI, since the interference corrections cancel out due to their random
distribution around zero (see Eq. 4.4), thus the average slope of the plateaus is only
determined by the bare transmission:


∂G
∂z




= G0

∂T0
∂z


.

(4.5)

The proper quantity to study QI by statistical method is rather the mean square
deviation of ∂G/∂z, which contains the interference term beside the properties of
the bare contact. From Eq. 4.4 the standard deviation of ∂G/∂z can be expressed:
2
σ∂G/∂z

G20

1 2 2 2 vz2   2 2 
2
Aj /Lj .
T k
= σ∂T
+
/∂z
0
2 0 z e2 j



2
σQI

(4.6)

The squared amplitude, A2j is proportional to the probability that an electron is
reﬂected back by the contact, R0 = 1 − T0 . Therefore, the interference term in the
mean square deviation vanishes both at T0 = 1 and T0 = 0.
Gold junctions with a few atoms (≤ 4) in the cross section show the saturation
of the channel transmission (see Sec. 2.3). Due to this behavior all transmission
probabilities are close to unity or zero at the quantized conductance values , thus
the quantum interference is suppressed (see Fig. 4.3). If QI gives a detectable
2
(G) curves should also exhibit the
contribution to the slope of the plateaus, the σ∂G/∂z
quantum suppression at the multiples of G0 . This phenomenon is clearly resolved in
the experiments: the mean square deviation of the plateaus’ slope exhibit pronounced
minima accurately placed at 1, 2 and 3G0 (Fig. 4.5a). In contrast, the second and the
third peak in the conductance histogram are signiﬁcantly shifted from the integer
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Figure 4.5: Statistical analysis of the local plateaus slope of gold contacts. Panel (a)
shows the root mean square deviation of the local plateau slope, ∂G/∂z = V −1 ∂I/∂z
as the function of the conductance. Panel (b) presents the mean value of the plateau
slope. In panel (c) the conductance histogram is presented for the same data set. The
data points with plateaus slope |∂G/∂z| > 0.2G0 /Å were excluded from the analysis,
in order to avoid the contribution of the jump like changes. The acquisition rate is
∼ 50 points/Å.
2
are a consequence
values (Fig. 4.5c). It demonstrates that the minima in σ∂G/∂z
of a pure quantum phenomenon, and they are not related to the preferred atomic
conﬁgurations shown by the peaks in the histogram.
Beside the mean square deviation the average plateaus slope, ∂G/∂z, is also

calculated (Fig. 4.5b). According to Eq. 4.5 this quantity is attributed purely to
the bare properties of the junction, and indeed no minima appear in this curve at
the quantized conductance values. This provides a further support that the sharp
minima arise solely from the second term of Eq. 4.6, i.e. they are caused by QI.
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The structures in ∂G/∂z(G) are rather related to the shape of the conductance
histogram, where the histogram shows minima the absolute value of the average
plateaus shows maxima (see at the conductance values a bit above 1 and 2G0 ).
The peaks in the conductance histogram correspond to stable atomic conﬁgurations
and the valleys are the transitional regions where the conductance changes between
subsequent stable conﬁgurations, therefore it is not surprising that in average the
plateaus are steeper here.

4.4.1

Relative contribution of QI to the plateaus’ slope

According to Eq. 4.6, the mean square deviation of ∂G/∂z contains contribution
both from the interference and from the bare properties. The suppression of QI at
the quantized conductance values gives the possibility to separate the contribution
of the quantum interference term to the slope of the plateaus. Experimentally
the QI correction is practically completely suppressed at the conductance value
2
at 1 G0 is
of 1 G0 (see Fig. 4.3), therefore, the nonzero minimum value of σ∂G/∂z
2
. The interference
attributed purely to the scattering of the bare properties, σ∂T
0 /∂z
2
2
term in Eq. 4.6, σQI is approximated by subtracting σ∂T0 /∂z , which is considered as
a constant background, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4.6a. (We return to this

point later.)
2
from the bare
With the separation of the quantum interference induced σQI
properties the relative amplitude of QI in the slope of the plateaus can be expressed. The proper quantity to characterize the relative amplitude of QI is ηQI =

2
, which is plotted as a function of the conductance in
G0 · σQI / ∂G/∂z2 + σ∂G/∂z
Fig. 4.6b. The curve takes values larger than ∼ 40% in the entire conductance region, and it highly exceeds 50% apart from the positions of the conductance valleys
in G  3G0 . It demonstrates that the inﬂuence of QI on the slope of the plateaus
can even be dominating over the features due to the atomic arrangement of the bare
contact.
2
The approximation of a constant value for σ∂T
is supported by the following
0 /∂z
2
is assumed to be constant in the whole conductance
arguments. First, if σ∂T
0 /∂z
range, the relative amplitudes of the minima at the quantized conductance values
2
2
are similar to those in the conductance ﬂuctuation of σ∂G/∂V
(Fig. 4.3). It
in σQI
is expected since in both quantities the deviation from the perfect saturation of the
conductance channels i.e. the value of Ti2 (1 − Ti ) is responsible for these amplitudes.
In addition, we have also performed the entire statistical analysis on platinum
junctions. Platinum is a polyvalent metal thus the conductance channels do not show
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Figure 4.6: Panel (a) shows the mean square deviation of ∂G/∂z = V −1 ∂I/∂z. The
2
from the contribution of
arrows indicate the separation of the QI induced term, σQI
2
the bare contact, σ∂T0 /∂z . Panel (b) presents the estimated relative contribution of
QI to the plateaus’ slope.
saturation, even a single atom contact contains more than one partially transmitting
conductance channels (see Sec. 2.3). Therefore, suppression of the QI does not occur
at the quantized conductance values and the contribution of the QI is expected to
be constant as a function of the conductance for G > 1G0 [64]. It means that any
2
should come from the changes of the
special structure in the G dependence of σ∂G/∂z
standard deviation of the bare transmission. The results presented in Fig. 4.7a shows
2
is smaller than ∼ 15% of the total signal whereas the
that the variation of σ∂T
0 /∂z
average plateau’s slope changes more than 100%. This provides a further veriﬁcation
2
of the assumption of a conductance independent σ∂T
value.
0 /∂z

4.4.2

Quantitative analysis, comparison with theory

For a more quantitative description of the QI induced ﬂuctuation in the local slope of
the plateaus a calculation has been performed, which is presented in Appendix B. In
the calculation the bare contact is considered as a ballistic region and the electrodes
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Figure 4.7: Statistical analysis of the local plateaus slope for platinum junctions.
Panel (a) shows the root mean square deviation of the local plateau slope, ∂G/∂z =
V −1 ∂I/∂z as the function of the conductance. Panel (b) presents the mean value
of the plateaus’ slope. In panel (c) the conductance histogram is presented for the
same data set. The allowed maximal absolute value of the local plateaus slope is
 0.5G0 /Å. The acquisition rate is ∼ 25 points/Å.
are modelled as diﬀusive banks, where the scattering of the electrons is characterized
by the elastic mean free path, le . The results are calculated to lowest order in the
electron returning amplitude from the diﬀusive medium. In order to apply a realistic
contact geometry the electrodes are assumed to have a shape of a cone with an
opening angle of γ.
In the V → 0 limit and with the rough assumption that kz  kF the standard
deviation of the plateau’s slope due to quantum interference can be written as (see
Eq. B.18):
N
1  2
72
2
·
T (1 − Tn ).
(4.7)
σQI = √
π(1 − cos γ) le2 n=1 n
This formula already treats a multichannel situation, where Tn is the transmission
of the n-th channel.
In gold (for G  3G0 ) only one conductance channel has a partial transmission
(0 < Tx < 1) and the other open channels fully transmit (Tn = 1) as shown by the
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saturation of the conductance channels. Since the contribution of each conductance
channel is proportional to Tn2 (1−Tn ) in Eq. 4.7, only the partially open channel has a
nonvanishing contribution to the sum. Using this formula the measured amplitude of
2
shown in Fig 4.6a can be expressed with two parameters; the opening angle and
σQI
2
the elastic mean free path. Taking the value of the amplitude as σQI
≈ 0.004Å−2 ,
using the maximal value 0.15 for Tx2 (1 − Tx ) and a reasonable value for the opening
angle of the contact, γ ≈ 30 − 60◦ [66] the elastic mean free path is estimated as
∼ 5 − 11 nm, which is in the same order of magnitude as the value of 4 − 6 nm

obtained by a previous work [26]. The relatively large uncertainty of our result is
caused by the unknown opening angle.
The validity of the above calculation can also be veriﬁed by experiments, where
2
2
and σ∂G/∂V
are studied simultaneously. In the framework of the model calσ∂G/∂z
culation the QI contribution to both of these two quantities can be expressed. The
theoretical result of Ludolph et. al. [62] for the QI induced ﬂuctuation in the voltage
derivative of the diﬀerential conductance is
2

σ ∂G
∂V

7.34e2 G20
= 2 2 2
 kF vF (1 − cos γ)



/τe
eVac

3/2 
N
·
Tn2 (1 − Tn ),

(4.8)

n=1

where τe = le /vf is the elastic scattering time, Vac is the amplitude of the applied
modulation voltage. While the QI ﬂuctuation in the derivative of the conductance
with respect to the elongation – based on Equation B.16 in the Appendix B – is
expressed as
2

σ ∂G =
∂z

σV2 −1 ∂I
dc ∂z

 n 2
N

1 2
36G20
kz
2
=√
B·
Tn (1 − Tn )
.
2
2
2
2
kF
π(1 − cos γ) le τe e Vdc
n=1

(4.9)

Here Vdc is the applied dc bias voltage, B is a Vac and Vdc dependent numerical factor
(see Fig. B.1) and kzn is the wave number of the electron in the elongation region for
the mode n. Based on these two expressions the amplitude of the QI corrections in
2
2
and σ∂G/∂V
depend on γ and le , thus estimating these values from one of the
σ∂G/∂z
measured amplitude a self-consistence check can be performed by ﬁtting the other
one.
2
2
In order to be able to compare σ∂G/∂z
and σ∂G/∂V
measurements were performed
where a dc biased ac modulated voltage, V = Vdc + Vac sin ωt was applied on the
junction during repeated separation of the electrodes. (For details of the setup
see Subsec. A.2.) The ∂G/∂V was detected by a lock-in ampliﬁer as a second
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the quantum interference induced ﬂuctuation in diﬀerent
quantities, measured simultaneously during the same contact breakage cycles. Panel
(a) shows the mean square deviation of ∂G/∂V , while Panel (b) represents the mean
square deviation of ∂G/∂z = V −1 ∂I/∂z. The applied rms ac modulation voltage is
Vac = 10mV and the applied bias voltage is Vdc = 90mV . The allowed maximal
local plateaus slope is  0.2G0 /Å. The arrows indicate the assumed amplitudes of
QI contribution.

harmonic response to the voltage modulation with rms amplitude of Vac = 10 mV at
a frequency of ∼ 5 kHz. While the G was calculated from the measured dc current
induced by the applied Vdc = 90 mV bias voltage. The results are presented in
2
(see the arrow in Fig. 4.8a) at
Fig. 4.8. The amplitude of the ﬂuctuation in σ∂G/∂V

the contact angle of γ = 50◦ leads to the value of le = 5.3±0.6 nm for the elastic mean
free path which is in good agreement with previous results [62]. Substituting this
value of le into Eq. 4.9 only the ratio of kzn /kF remains as an adjustable parameter
2
. Taking the value of
to ﬁt the amplitude of the QI induced ﬂuctuation in σ∂G/∂z

2
QI induced part of σ∂G/∂z
as 8 − 13 · 10−4 4e4 /h2 Å2 leads to an average ratio of
kzn /kF = 0.6 − 1. This result, as an average value of the wave number in the
elongation region, is quite reasonable since kz  kF when an electron is propagating
in a widely open conductance channel of a 1D tube , and in the limit of a 3D
√
medium kz  kF / 3 ≈ 0.6kF . The lower value of kz  than kF also explains why
2
the simpliﬁed expression of σ∂G/∂z
, Eq. 4.7 overestimates the value of le , since it is
calculated in the kz ≈ kF limit.
Summarizing the above argumentation, the comparison shows that the experimentally observed amplitude of the quantum interference induced ﬂuctuation is in a
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very good, quantitative agreement with the predicted value of the theory.
Additional investigation of the QI induced ﬂuctuation would be interesting at
higher bias voltages in order to study the dephasing of the electrons. Due to inelastic
scattering the electron looses its phase information and therefore it can not give
a contribution to the interference ﬂuctuations. The increase of the bias voltage
decreases the inelastic mean free path, li which can even drop to the range of a
few nm [54]. From the decrease of the QI induced ﬂuctuation amplitude, in principle,
even the bias voltage dependance of li could be estimated.

4.5

Conclusion

In this chapter the structure of the conductance plateaus in gold nanocontacts was
investigated. First, the voltage dependence of the slope of the conductance plateaus
was studied on individual junctions. The ∂G(V )/∂z curves have shown a strong oscillatory deviation from the mean value, which is an order of a magnitude larger than
the conductance ﬂuctuations in the G(V) characteristics. This feature could only
be described by quantum interference due to the spatial modulation of the interference paths. In order to support these results a statistical analysis of the plateaus’
slope was performed for a large amount of junctions. The quantum suppression of
2
at the quantized conductance values have provided an even stronger proof
σ∂G/∂z
for the signiﬁcant presence of QI. With the presented analysis the contributions of
quantum interference and the strain dependence of the local atomic conﬁguration
to the plateaus’ slope could be separated. The results have shown that the quantum interference phenomenon and the atomic discreteness of the junction have a
similarly strong inﬂuence on the ﬁne structure of the conductance plateaus. Additionally it was demonstrated that the amplitude of the QI induced ﬂuctuation can
be successfully described by the calculation presented in Appendix B.
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Chapter 5
Conductance of Pd-H
nanojunctions
In this chapter an experimental study of palladium nanojunctions in hydrogen environment is presented. Two new hydrogen-related atomic conﬁgurations are found,
which have a conductances of ∼ 0.5 and ∼ 1 quantum unit (2e2 /h). Phonon spectrum measurements demonstrate that these conﬁgurations are situated between electrodes containing dissolved hydrogen. The crucial diﬀerences compared to the previously studied Pt-H2 junctions, and the possible microscopic realizations of the new
conﬁgurations in palladium-hydrogen atomic-sized contacts are discussed.

5.1

Motivation

Recently there have been several attempt to measure the conductance through individual molecules between metallic electrodes [39, 67] using STM and MCBJ techniques. Such measurements, however, are strongly inﬂuenced by the interaction
between the molecule and the electrodes, and this interaction is poorly controllable
in the experiments. Furthermore, it is diﬃcult to ensure that a single molecule forms
the junction.
Promising results have been achieved by studying junctions including the simplest molecule, H2 (for details see Sec. 2.5). It was shown by Smit et al. [41] that
a single hydrogen molecule can form a stable bridge between platinum electrodes,
which has a conductance of one quantum unit (G0 = 2e2 /h), carried by a single
channel. This conﬁguration is naturally created during the rupture of a platinum
nanojunction placed in H2 environment. The conductance of this molecular bridge is
not an intrinsic property of H2 , but it results from the ﬁne details of the connection
63
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to the electrodes. Therefore, both the atomic arrangement created by the hydrogen
and its conductance are expected to be material dependent. For instance, in gold
junctions a new atomic conﬁguration with a conductance of ∼ 0.3 G0 arises, which
can be related to an atomic Au wire with an incorporated H2 molecule (for details
see Chapter 6).
The interaction of hydrogen with the atomic-sized contact is an especially interesting problem for palladium junctions, as Pd is highly reactive with H2 . The study
of Smit et al. on the Pt-H2 system [41] noted that Pd behaves similarly in hydrogen
surrounding as the isoelectronic platinum. In this Chapter, however, we show that
the palladium-hydrogen system has a more complex behavior, which is attributed
to the dissolution of hydrogen in the electrodes.

5.2

Experimental details

The measurements were performed on high purity (99.99% − 99.999%) annealed
polycrystalline Pd and Pt samples.
The hydrogen in the surroundings of the contact was regulated in the following
way. First the samples were broken in-situ at liquid helium temperature in cryogenic
vacuum. Then high purity (99.9999%) hydrogen gas was introduced into a space of
∼ 1cm3 volume, and the amount of H2 was set by pumping. After that the content
of this volume was admitted to the vacuum pot of the sample holder resulting a
typical amount of 1µmole −1mmole gas. The melting point of hydrogen is above
4.2 K thus the entering gas is frozen out in the sample holder. In this way, usually the
amount of hydrogen arriving to the contact surface is too small to have a reasonable
inﬂuence. However, the concentration in the surrounding of the contact can easily
be changed by varying the temperature of the sample holder. If the temperature is
elevated above the boiling point of the H2 (T ≈ 20 K) the amount of H2 signiﬁcantly
increases in the contact region due to the recovered high mobility of the molecules.
The temperature was regulated by changing the distance between the bottom of
the sample holder and the liquid helium surface and by a temperature controller
connecting to a heating wire.
The dissipation-induced local overheating [68] of the contact region provides
an additional way to tune the local temperature of the contact. The conductance
measurements were performed at elevated bias voltage ∼ 100 − 150meV in order to
evaporate the weakly bound physisorbed H2 from the contact surface [1, 69].
The junctions were studied by diﬀerent experimental techniques, as conductance
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Figure 5.1: Conductance histograms for clean Pd junction (a) and Pd in hydrogen
atmosphere (b) and (c). Panel (d) presents the correlation analysis of the appearing
two new atomic conﬁgurations at ∼ 0.5G0 and ∼ 1G0 . The red and blue curves
shows the histogram for the selected ∼ 30% of the conductance traces that have the
longest plateaus at ∼ 1G0 and ∼ 0.5G0 , respectively. The black curve shows the
original histogram for all the conductance traces (the same as in Panel (b)). All
histograms are normalized to the number of curves included.
histogram, conductance ﬂuctuation measurements and point contact spectroscopy.
The corresponding measurement setups are described in Sec. 3.3 in detail.

5.3
5.3.1

Experimental observations
The two new hydrogen related atomic conﬁgurations

The conductance histogram of Pd measured in high vacuum is presented in Fig. 5.1(a).
It shows a well deﬁned peak at G  1.8 G0 corresponding to the conductance of a
monoatomic Pd contact, which can have up to 5 partially open conductance channels [17]. The shape of the histogram is insensitive to the experimental parameters
(bias voltage and temperature) in the range of the measurements (V = 10−300 mV,
T = 4.2 − 30 K).
A remarkable change is observed in the histogram if a small amount of H2 is
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admitted to the vacuum pot. Figure 5.1b demonstrates that due to the presence
of hydrogen the peak characteristic to a single-atom Pd contact disappears, and
two new peaks appear in the histogram at ∼ 0.5 G0 and at ∼ 1 G0 , respectively.
It has to be noted that the ﬁrst peak has a rather indeﬁnite position in the region
∼ 0.3 − 0.6 G0 . The second peak at ∼ 0.9 − 1 G0 may disappear if the amount
of hydrogen is increased, as shown in Fig. 5.1(c). All the histogram were taken at
V = 150 mV; the inﬂuence of the bias voltage will be discussed in Subsec. 5.3.4.
These histograms demonstrate that two new stable atomic conﬁgurations arise
due to the adsorption of hydrogen on palladium contacts. The relation of these two
conﬁgurations is studied in Panel (d). The conductance histogram shown also in
Panel (b) based on the measured ∼ 11000 conductance curves is plotted by black
curve. From this data set the traces that have long plateaus at the conductance
of ∼ 0.5G0 and at ∼ 1G0 were selected. The length of these plateaus were deﬁned
by the number of acquired points in the conductance region of [0.1G0 , 0.6G0 ] and
[0.6G0 , 1.2G0 ], respectively. The conductance histograms of those ∼ 30% of the
traces that have the longest plateaus at ∼ 0.5G0 and ∼ 1G0 are shown with blue
and red curves, respectively. The three histograms are normalized to the number
of included curves, thus the relative contribution of the atomic conﬁgurations with
diﬀerent conductance values can be compared for the three cases. As it is seen
in the ﬁgure, the restriction of long plateaus at ∼ 0.5G0 (blue curve) does not
inﬂuence the weight in the conductance region of ∼ 1G0 , it is almost the same as
in the original, unselected histogram (black one). The same is true for the other
selection (red curve), the long plateaus at ∼ 1G0 do not change the weight in the
region [0.6G0 , 1.2G0 ]. It means that these two conﬁgurations are uncorrelated, i.e
the appearance of the ﬁrst or the second conﬁguration during the same rupture
are independent events. In other words both conﬁgurations may arise during the
same repture, but the appearance of the conﬁguration at ∼ 1 G0 neither helps nor
hampers the appearance of the conﬁguration at ∼ 0.5 G0 during further retraction.

5.3.2

Analysis of the number of conductance channels

According to the above study of the conductance histograms two new stable atomic
conﬁgurations appear due to the presence of hydrogen in palladium junctions, and
one of them has a conductance value close to the quantum unit. This naturally
raises the question whether this conductance is carried by one completely open
conductance channel or not. As it was described in Chap. 4, the study of the
quantum interference provides an experimental tool to answer this question. If only
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Figure 5.2: The left panel shows the conductance ﬂuctuation measurement on Pd-H
junctions (by points) exhibiting both new conﬁgurations. As a reference the conductance ﬂuctuation in Pt-H contacts is shown in the right panel. With the area graphs
the conductance histograms are presented for the same data sets. The measurements were performed at Vdc = 150mV bias voltage with the modulation amplitude
of Vac = 20mV at T ≈ 5K, the data sets contain ∼ 2000 conductance traces.
a single channel contributes with T ≈ 1 transmission, the conductance ﬂuctuations
should vanish ( Eq. 4.8) similarly to that observed in the case of pure gold at
G = 1 G0 (Fig. 4.3).
The measurement of the conductance ﬂuctuation in dG/dV was performed both
for palladium and platinum contacts in hydrogen surrounding. The experimental
setup is described in Appendix A.2 in detail. The results presented in Fig. 5.2 show
that in Pt junctions the quantum interference is suppressed at 1 G0 in accordance
with Ref. [41], which gave evidence that the hydrogen-related conﬁguration has a
single conductance channel. As a sharp contrast, it has been found that in Pd
junctions the conductance ﬂuctuations are not suppressed, thus the conﬁguration
with G = 1 G0 has more than one open channels.

5.3.3

The structure of the electrodes

Additional important information can be gained about the new hydrogen related
atomic-sized conﬁgurations by studying the structure of the electrodes around them.
In order to study the structure of the electrodes the atomic-sized junction was
pressed together as long as a mesoscopic sized (∼ 100 G0 ) cross section was obtained.
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As described in Subsec. 3.3.3, the vibration modes of a mesoscopic junction can be
determined from the point contact spectrum, i.e. from the second derivative of the
I − V curve.
The PC spectrum for pure Pd [Fig. 5.3(b)] shows a single spectroscopic peak
at V  15 − 20 mV, which corresponds to the phonon modes of the Pd crystal
in agreement with earlier results [70]. In contrast, in the presence of hydrogen
(when the histograms of Fig. 5.1(b) or (c) are observed) the PC spectrum takes
a signiﬁcantly diﬀerent form, as shown in Fig. 5.3(d). In this case the spectrum is
dominated by a wide peak at ∼ 60 mV (arrow 1) together with a peak corresponding
to the phonon modes of the pure Pd crystal (arrow 2). As a third feature, a zero
bias anomaly is also observed (arrow 3).
We have also performed measurements on mesoscopic-sized Pt junctions, which
is presented in Fig. 5.3(f). Contrary to the case of palladium the spectrum was
insensitive to hydrogen. These measurements show that in Pd contacts the presence
of hydrogen is not only reﬂected by the new conductance values of atomic-sized
junctions, but it is also markedly shown by the bulk properties of the electrodes.
In contrast, in Pt contacts the hydrogen acts only on the surface. (This spectrums
are not to be confused with the result in Fig. 2.11b, in that case the vibrational
spectrum measured on the contact with G=1 G0 is shown.)

5.3.4

Dissolution of hydrogen into the electrodes

Both Pd and Pt are well-known for the chemical adsorption of hydrogen on the surface. In palladium contacts, however, the hydrogen can also be dissolved in the bulk
crystal [71] due to the larger space at the octahedral intersticial sites in the fcc lattice.
Indeed, the spectroscopic peak at ∼ 60 mV in Pd junctions coincides with the vibrational modes of dissolved H atoms in the Pd host, in accordance with theoretical
calculations [72], neutron scattering experiments [73], and PC spectroscopy measurements [55] on palladium-hydride system (for an overview see Refs. [74, 75, 76]).
The zero bias anomaly in the PC spectrum could also be explained by the dissolved
hydrogen [77].
Based on the above PC spectroscopy measurements one can conclude that the
new hydrogen-related conﬁgurations in Pd junctions are emerging between electrodes
containing dissolved hydrogen. On the other hand, it should be emphasized that
under our experimental conditions the dissolution of hydrogen is not expected, since
the hydrogen is admitted to the contact in situ at low temperature (T < 20 K),
where its diﬀusion in Pd is completely frozen out [74]. For comparison, additional
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Figure 5.3: The left/right panels show the ﬁrst and second derivatives of the I(V )
curves for mesoscopic junctions of pure Pd (a) and (b), Pd in hydrogen atmosphere
(c) and (d) and Pt in hydrogen atmosphere (e) and (f ). In Pt the the spectrum
is uneﬀected by hydrogen, similar curve is obtained for a pure Pt contact. The
derivatives were measured simultaneously with lock-in technique using a modulation
of 2 mV at T = 5 K.
measurements were performed on samples that were cooled down after intentional
dissolution of H at room temperature. These experiments provide the same PC
spectrum as those where the hydrogen is added at cryogenic temperatures. The
unexpected dissolution of H at low temperature is attributed to the local overheating
of the junction by the bias voltage. In the voltage range of the measurements
(∼ 150 mV) the contact is easily heated up to T ∼ 100 K [68], where the hydrogen
already has a reasonable diﬀusion rate (∼ 1 nm/s) [74]. The repeated ruptures and
compressions of the contact during the acquisition of the histogram may also assist
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the dissolution of hydrogen from the contact surface.
The amount of H dissolved in the contact is regulated by the balance of two
parameters: the mobility of hydrogen in the Pd host and the partial pressure of H2
gas near the junction. The mobility is controlled by the local overheating whereas
the H2 pressure is determined by the amount of hydrogen in the sample space and the
bath temperature. At T = 4.2 K the hydrogen is frozen, thus its partial pressure is
very small (10−6 mBar). The amount of hydrogen gas can be increased signiﬁcantly
by elevating the temperature to 20 K (the boiling point of hydrogen). If a high
bias (> 200 mV) is combined with low bath temperature (4.2 K) then the cryogenic
vacuum pumps out the mobile hydrogen from the junction. In this way the situation
with adsorbed hydrogen (histograms (b) and (c) in Fig. 5.1) can be turned into the
case of pure palladium (histogram (a) in Fig.5.1). After this the electrodes can be
“reﬁlled” with hydrogen by increasing the temperature to 20 K. As the hydrogen
is admitted to the junction an interesting intermediate state can also be observed
for a few minutes. In this case the presence of hydrogen at the contact is already
reﬂected by the growth of a single peak in the histogram at G = 1 G0 , however the
hydrogen is not yet dissolved in the electrodes, as checked in the PC spectroscopy
measurements on mesoscopic junctions.

5.4

Microscopic realization of the new conﬁgurations

Summarizing the experimental results, in palladium junctions two new stable atomic
conﬁgurations arise at G ∼ 0.5G0 and G ∼ 1G0 due to the adsorption of hydrogen.
These two conﬁgurations can independently appear during the same rupture, between the same electrodes. According to the phonon spectrum measurements both
conﬁgurations are situated between electrodes with dissolved hydrogen. With the
aid of previous theoretical calculations for the platinum-hydrogen system [42, 16, 78]
and the comprehensive knowledge of the electron structure of bulk palladium hydride [79] reasonable microscopic pictures can be suggested for these conﬁgurations,
which is discussed in this section.

5.4.1

The conductance of H2 molecule between Pt electrodes

In hydrogen embedded platinum junctions a single new conﬁguration appears, which
corresponds to a bridge of a H2 molecule between the platinum electrodes [41, 43]
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Figure 5.4: Panel (a) demonstrates the simple tight-binding model, which reproduces
the results of the DFT calculations. Panel (b) shows the bulk DOS of platinum, which
has a large value at the Fermi energy due to d band. The transmission and the local
density of states on the H atoms are presented in panel (c) and (d), respectively,
which are calculated in the framework of the tight-binding model assuming the leads
as bulk Pt atoms. The Fermi level corresponds to  = 0 eV. After Reference [42].

[for an illustration see inset Fig. 2.11(a)] This conﬁguration has a single channel with
perfect transmission, as proved by conductance ﬂuctuation measurements. The interpretation of this result is supported by theoretical calculations for an arrangement
where the hydrogen molecule lies parallel to the contact axis [42, 44]. Though this
conﬁguration is expected to have a single channel, the perfect transmission is surprising since the closed-shell conﬁguration of H2 results in a huge gap between its
bonding and antibonding states, making it a perfect candidate for an insolating
molecule [16].
In the work of Heurich et. al. [42] a simple model incorporating the main ingredients of the DFT calculation is presented, which can explain the high conductance
value of the H2 bridge. Since this model will be suitable to highlight the role of the
hydride electrodes in the case of the Pd problem, it is brieﬂy described in the rest
of this subsection.
The H2 molecule situated between the two platinum electrodes is described in a
two-side tight binding picture illustrated in Fig. 5.4a. The molecule is parameterized
by 0 and tH , the 1s energy level of the H and the hopping connecting the two H
atoms, respectively (see Fig. 5.4a). The bonding (+ ) and antibonding (− ) energy
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levels of the molecule are equal to ± = 0 ± tH where tH ∼ 12eV . The molecule
is coupled to the lead with an other hopping parameter, t ∼ 1 − 2eV . Within this
model the transmission is given by
4Γ2 t2H

.
T () = 
( − + )2 + Γ2 ( − − )2 + Γ2

(5.1)

Here Γ() = πt2 ρ() is the scattering rate, which is responsible for the broadening of
the molecular levels and ρ() is the LDOS of the Pt leads. Two main ingredients are
built into the model to obtain the desired high conductance value. First, during the
binding of the H to the Pt leads H donates electrons to Pt thus the Fermi energy
moves closer to the bounding state, i.e. 0 ∼ 6eV instead of 0 = 0eV (the energy is
measured from EF ). Second, there is a strong hybridization between the bounding
state of the molecule and the d band of Pt, which is taken into account by the DOS
of the bulk Pt (Fig. 5.4b) as the value of ρ(). The obtained LDOS of the H atoms
and the transmission are presented in Fig. 5.4d and c, respectively. As it is seen in
the ﬁgure, in addition to the sharp peaks at low and high energies corresponding
to the bonding and antibonding states of the molecule, a signiﬁcant contribution
resembling to the DOS of the bulk Pt appears in the inner energy region. Since the
bulk Pt has a large DOS at the Fermi energy due to contribution of the d band (see
Fig. 5.4b), the hybridization provides a large LDOS of H2 at the Fermi level as well,
and thus T ( = 0) ∼ 1. Note that in Pt the Fermi energy is situated at the upper
edge of the energy region with high DOS since the d band of platinum is almost
completely ﬁlled.

5.4.2

The role of the hydride electrodes

Based on the previous subsection the strong hybridization between the electron
states of H2 and the d band of the electrodes is responsible for the G ∼ 1 G0
conductance value of the molecular bridge between Pt electrodes. According to
Ref. [42] the same conductance should be observed for a hydrogen molecule between
palladium electrodes since platinum and palladium are isoelectric metals. Our measurements, however, show that the electrodes cannot be treated as pure palladium,
the dissolved hydrogen has to be taken into account as well.
Since the metal-hydrogen systems received a great interest in a few decades
ago, there is a rich literature on the electronic structure of the palladium-hydrogen
system [79, 71, 80, 81, 74]. Indeed, the dissolution of hydrogen causes important
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Figure 5.5: The bulk density of states for Pd (a) and PdH (b). The Fermi energy is
indicated by dotted line. After Reference [79].

changes in the DOS of pure Pd [79]. It is illustrated in Fig. 5.5, where the DOS
of the bulk Pd (a) and the DOS of PdH (b) are compared. Similarly to Fig. 5.4a
the DOS of pure Pd is built up from the large contribution of the d band situated
between ∼ −4.5 eV and ∼ 0 eV and from the s,(p) band having a small free-electronlike DOS above ∼ −5 eV. From the 10 electron of Pd only ∼ 0.35 is situated in the s
band, thus the d band is almost completely ﬁlled. Due to the hydride formation the
following changes occur: a new band corresponding to the bonding states between
Pd and H is formed bellow the Pd d band, while the d band becomes narrower
(Fig. 5.5b). In addition, the Fermi energy is signiﬁcantly shifted upward relative to
Pd d band, which greatly reduces the DOS at the Fermi energy. It was also shown
that the substoichiometric case, PdHx with x < 1, can be treated with a reduced
shift of the Fermi energy relative to the d band edge [82]. Since in pure Pd the
d-band is almost completely ﬁlled, the density of states drastically decreases with
the increasing amount of dissolved hydrogen. Even at the H concentration of ∼ 70%
the d-band becomes completely ﬁlled, and the remaining DOS from the s-band is
only ∼ 20% of the original one.
On the basis of the model calculation presented in the previous subsection the
high DOS at the Fermi energy due to the d-electrons is the reason of the large transmission through the H2 molecule, thus the same conﬁguration between palladium
hydride electrodes (where the DOS is reduced) should have a considerably smaller
transmission. A quantitative estimation of the transmission can be given assuming
that the dissolved hydrogen changes only the DOS of the electrodes. The natural dissolution rate of the hydrogen into the palladium can reach the value of x ≈ 0.6 [74].
According to Ref. [79, 82] the DOS at Fermi energy is reduced by ∼ 50% from the
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value of the pure Pd at this dissolution rate. Applying this reduction of ρ( = 0)
into the expression of the transmission (Eq. 5.1), the conductance of the H2 molecule
between electrodes with dissolved hydrogen is estimated as G ∼ 0.5G0 .

5.4.3

Proposed microscopic picture for Pd - H nanojunctions

The result of the previous subsection implies that the conﬁguration with G ∼ 1 G0
is not a hydrogen bridge [Fig. 5.6(a)], like the one in platinum-hydrogen system.
This is strongly supported by the conductance ﬂuctuation measurements as well,
which show that the conﬁguration at 1 G0 has more than one open conductance
channels (see Fig. 5.2), whereas the H2 bridge should have a single channel. On the
other hand, the hydrogen bridge is a reasonable candidate for explaining the second
conﬁguration with G ∼ 0.5 G0 . The estimated conductance value of the H2 bridge
at a reasonable dissolution rate is in good agreement with the measured value, and
the uncertainty of the peak position in the measurements can also be explained by
the changes in the amount of dissolved hydrogen.
Note that in the platinum-hydrogen system the vibrational spectrum measurements with H2 , D2 , and HD molecules provided the conclusion that the new conﬁguration is a molecular and not an atomic bridge. The same study on Pd contacts
is hindered by two reasons. Due to the unsuppressed conductance ﬂuctuations the
nonlinearity of the I − V curves in atomic-sized contacts is strongly dominated
by quantum interference structures (see. Chap. 4), and the vibrational spectrum
is hardly detectable. Furthermore, the vibrational modes of a molecular bridge are
positioned in the same energy region as those of the dissolved atoms, thus the separation of the two features is problematic. Therefore, we believe that the conﬁguration
with G ∼ 0.5 G0 can as well be a molecular as an atomic hydrogen bridge between
palladium-hydride electrodes [Fig. 5.6(a) and (b), respectively].
For the conﬁguration with G ∼ 1 G0 we propose the atomic conﬁguration, where
a single Pd atom bridge the Pd-H electrodes [Fig. 5.6(c)]. The conductance of 1.8 G0
for the same conﬁguration between pure electrodes decreases close to one quantum
unit due to the dissolution of hydrogen in the electrodes. The shift of the Fermi
energy respect to the d band edge can result this reduction. This arrangement
may have up to 5 open channels, which agrees with the unsuppressed conductance
ﬂuctuation. The observation that at high hydrogen concentration the conﬁguration
with G ∼ 1 G0 disappears is also consistent with this picture.
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Figure 5.6: Possible realizations of the new hydrogen related atomic conﬁgurations.

5.5

New results for Pd - H nanojunctions

The inﬂuence of adsorbed hydrogen on atomic-sized palladium junctions was investigated in this chapter. It was shown that the adsorption of hydrogen completely reshapes the conductance histogram: the original peak of a monoatomic
Pd contact disappears, and two new hydrogen-related peaks emerge at G ∼ 1 G0
and G ∼ 0.5 G0 . The phonon spectrum measurements have demonstrated that
these conﬁgurations are situated between electrodes containing dissolved hydrogen
atoms. The dissolution of hydrogen makes a crucial diﬀerence compared to platinum nanocontacts, where the hydrogen is found only on the surface. Combining
the recent results on Pt-H2 junctions and the consequences of the dissolution of hydrogen on the band structure of the Pd electrodes, possible explanations have been
proposed for the new peaks in the histogram.
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Chapter 6
Interaction of gold nanowires with
hydrogen molecules
The previous chapter reported about the interaction of hydrogen molecules with
platinum and palladium nanojunctions. These metals are well-known about the high
reactivity with hydrogen. This chapter focuses on the eﬀect of hydrogen molecules
on gold nanowires. A surprisingly strong interaction is observed despite of the fact
that gold is chemically inert on macroscopic scale. The experimental results show
that chains of gold atoms can also be pulled in hydrogen environment, however, in
this case the conductance of the chain is strongly reduced compared to the perfect
transmission of pure Au chains. Moreover, the comparison of the experiments with
recent theoretical predictions for the hydrogen welding of gold nanowires implies
that a hydrogen molecule can even be incorporated in the gold nanocontact, and
this hydrogen clamp is strong enough to pull a chain of gold atoms.

6.1

Motivation

The behavior of gold nanojunctions have been widely investigated in the past years.
Due to its inertness, gold is an easy-to-use material, and Au nanojunctions can
even be studied under ambient conditions with a low risk for contamination. This
monovalent metal was found to be a perfect candidate for studying the quantum
nature of conductance in a single-atom contact (for details see Chap. 4). It was
shown by various experimental and theoretical methods that a monoatomic Au
junction has a single conductance channel with perfect transmission [2]. Surprising
was the discovery that Au has a special property of forming monoatomic chains
during the elongation of a single-atom contact [29].
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Recently, another remarkable property of gold was discovered: gold nanostructures are strongly reactive constructions of nature. Gold is usually considered as a
very noble metal which refers to the fact that it generally behaves as a chemically
inert material [83]. For example it is not energetically favorable for oxygen molecules
to be adsorbed dissociatively on the gold surface [84]. However the situation is very
diﬀerent for small clusters of gold, which are not only chemically active [85], but
are even considered as catalytic materials [86]. Several factors can play role in the
increased reactivity of small gold particles [86, 87, 88]; small clusters have a large
number of defects like steps and kinks, which are more reactive than terrace atoms;
the presence of tensile strain can also increase the chemical activity; and direct
quantum size eﬀects on the electronic structure can also have a contribution to the
reactivity. All of these ingredients (low-coordinated atoms, strain and quantum size
eﬀects) can be expected to be present to an even larger extent in gold atomic chains,
where the coordination number is only two, the chains are produced by mechanical stretching, and the quantized conductance is a clear demonstration of quantum
size eﬀects. Gold chains are therefore expected to have radically diﬀerent chemical
properties from that of macroscopic gold surfaces.
The possibility for the chemical interaction of gold nanowires with adsorbants
was advised in several theoretical works in order to explain the anomalously large
inter-gold distances in HRTEM (High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope)
images of Au nanochains [87, 89, 90, 91]. In the HRTEM pictures the gold – gold
distance of the atomic chain (see Fig. 2.10a in Sec. 2.4) can be 4 − 5 Å, which is
quite long compared to the value of 2.5 Å in MCBJ measurements [50] and to the
bulk equilibrium gold-gold distance of 2.9 Å. These theoretical works propose that
light atoms (like S,O,H,C) originated from the residual gases of the microscope’s
vacuum chamber are incorporated in the gold wire. The contrast in HRTEM images
is due to elastic scattering of electrons, for which the cross section is much weaker
for the light atoms, therefore, these low atomic number elements cannot be detected
in HRTEM images.
In this chapter an experimental study is presented which focuses on the chemical interaction of gold nanochains with the simplest molecule, H2 under cryogenic
circumstances. The results show that gold nanochains are strongly inﬂuenced by
hydrogen despite of the chemically inert macroscopic behavior. The experimental
ﬁndings can be explained based on recent theoretical calculations investigating the
possible conﬁgurations, where hydrogen is chemically bound to the Au nanowire [92].

6.2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

6.2
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Experimental details

The measurements were performed on high-purity (99.99−99.999%), annealed polycrystalline gold wires under cryogenic circumstances. The amount of hydrogen admitted into the sample space was 1 µmole – 1 mmole. During the experiments the
temperature was regulated in the 10 − 20 K range in order to achieve appropriate
hydrogen concentration in the surrounding of the contacts. The details about the
controlling of the hydrogen concentration are described in Sec. 5.2. The applied
measurement setups for the diﬀerent types of measurements are found in Sec. 3.3.

6.3

Observation of the new hydrogen related atomic
conﬁgurations

The characteristic behavior of the nanocontacts have been investigated by acquiring a large number of conductance traces during the repeated separation of the
electrodes, and collecting the data into conductance histograms (as described in
Sec. 3.3.1). A typical conductance histogram measured in ultra high vacuum is presented in Fig. 6.1a. The most pronounced feature is a sharp peak at the quantum
conductance unit, G0 = 2e2 /h. This peak arises from the ﬂat conductance plateaus
at 1G0 corresponding to single atom Au contacts or monoatomic Au wires (see inset), both having a single conductance channel with almost perfect transmission (for
details see Chap. 2.4 ). The lower edge of the histogram shows that nanocontacts
with lower conductance can also occur down to 0.7 G0 , but below that value the
histogram has no counts. In hydrogen environment, however, a low-conductance
tail arises in the histogram [area graph in Fig. 6.1b], that is the conductance of
the nanojunctions can take any value below the quantum unit. The growth of the
tail in the histogram is attributed to the appearance of new, low-conductance atomic
arrangements in the hydrogen environment. Usually a peak near 0.5 G0 is also superimposed on the low-conductance tail with varying amplitude, which was the focus
of our previous work [93, 1]. In the following a novel approach is presented towards
the understanding of the microscopic nature of the new hydrogen-related atomic
conﬁgurations through detailed statistical analysis of the conductance traces. The
emphasis is put on the whole low-conductance tail, and the presented results are
insensitive to the weight of the peak at 0.5 G0 .
These measurements are in close connection to recent studies on the interaction
of hydrogen molecules with platinum and palladium nanocontacts, which is discussed
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Figure 6.1: Panel (a) is the conductance histogram of pure gold in high vacuum,
exhibiting a sharp peak in the 1G0 region. This peak arises from the ﬂat conductance
plateaus at 1G0 corresponding to single atom Au contacts or monoatomic Au wires
(the latter is shown in the inset, an interatomic Au-Au distance in the chain is
2.5 Å). The area graph in Panel (b) is the histogram of gold in hydrogen environment,
showing the appearance of new atomic conﬁgurations in the low-G region. The line
graph is the histogram only for the hydrogen aﬀected traces ( 50 % of all curves).
The inset in Panel (b) shows an example for a trace exhibiting a well-structured
periodic behavior in the low-conductance region, which is attributed to the pulling
of a gold chain with an incorporated H2 molecule. Both histograms are normalized
to the number of traces included. The histograms were measured at bias voltage of
100 − 120mV and built from ∼ 20000 conductance traces.
in detail in Chap. 5. In both cases the histogram in high vacuum shows a pronounced
peak at ∼ G = 1.5 G0 , which is attributed to the conductance of single atom Pt and
Pd contacts. The interaction with hydrogen, however, completely suppresses this
peak, and new, hydrogen-related peaks grow. In the case of platinum the vibrational
mode measurements gave clear evidence that a molecular hydrogen bridge is formed
between the platinum electrodes, which has perfect transmission through a single
conductance channel. In palladium the transmission is reduced due to the dissolution
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of H atoms in the Pd electrodes. In gold the novel phenomena due to the interaction
with hydrogen is reﬂected by the growth of the low-conductance tail in the histogram,
but the presence of hydrogen does not destroy the sharp peak at the quantum unit,
which is attributed to single atom Au contacts or monoatomic Au chains. It implies
that - contrary to Pt and Pd - in gold the interaction with hydrogen can coexist
with the characteristic behavior of pure gold junctions.
The results explaining the eﬀect of the hydrogen molecule on atomic-sized gold
junctions will be presented in the following steps. In the next section it will be
shown that atomic gold chains are formed in hydrogen environment as well, however,
the interaction with hydrogen can strongly reduce the transmission of the chain.
This result is based on a careful analysis of various plateaus’ length histograms
(Subsec. 6.4.1) and the comparison of the the contact evolution during the elongation
and the compression of the electrodes (Subsec. 6.4.2). Section 6.5 concentrates on
a unique feature, which is observed on a portion of the conductance traces. These
traces show a well-structured periodic behavior, as it is seen on an example presented
already in the inset of Fig. 6.1b. A detailed study of these special periodic traces
(Subsec. 6.5.2, 6.5.3) demonstrates that these curves represent a new class of the
chain formation process. Based on recent theoretical simulations this phenomenon is
attributed to the pulling of gold nanowires with an incorporated hydrogen molecule
(Sec. 6.6).

6.4

Chain formation in hydrogen environment

As it was presented in Fig. 6.1 hydrogen induces new low-conductance conﬁgurations. In this section it will be demonstrated by statistical analysis of the conductance traces, that the observed new conﬁgurations are also related to atomic gold
chains. To make a quantitative analysis possible, two conductance regions are deﬁned, as shown by the shadowed areas in Fig. 6.1. The ﬁrst region (“1G0 region”)
is identiﬁed with the interval where the peak at G = 1 G0 grows in the conductance
histogram of pure gold, G/G0 ∈ [0.7, 1.1] (see green area in Fig. 6.1). The second, socalled “low-G” region is the interval, where the new hydrogen-related conﬁgurations
arise in the histogram, G/G0 ∈ [0.05, 0.7] (see orange area in Fig. 6.1).
It was found that even in hydrogen surroundings a lot of traces show the behavior
of pure gold, exhibiting plateaus near 1 G0 without any data points in the low-G
region. The histogram for these curves completely resembles the one taken in the
absence of hydrogen. Now, the interest is focused on the other portion of the traces
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that do show low-G conﬁgurations. A trace is called “hydrogen-aﬀected” if it stays
a reasonable length of > 0.25 Å in the low-G region.
With these deﬁnitions it was found that typically ∼ 50% of the traces is hydrogenaﬀected. The histogram for this portion of the traces is plotted by the line graph in
Panel (b) of Fig. 6.1. This histogram can be directly compared to the one for the
whole data set (area graph), as both of them are normalized to the number of traces
included. Naturally, for the hydrogen-aﬀected curves the weight in the low-G region
is signiﬁcantly larger. At G > 1.1 G0 the two histograms precisely fall onto each
other, whereas the peak near the conductance quantum is signiﬁcantly suppressed
for the hydrogen-aﬀected traces. It shows, that the appearance of the new low-G
conﬁgurations does not aﬀect the evolution of the conductance traces above 1.1 G0 ,
but it strongly inﬂuences the behavior of the 1G0 conﬁgurations. A deeper insight
into this correlation can be obtained by investigating the distribution of the lengths
of the traces in the above deﬁned two regions.

6.4.1

Plateaus’ length analysis

The appearance of the new hydrogen related low-G conﬁgurations decrease the average weight in the 1G0 region. Since the 1G0 region includes the chains of gold atoms,
it naturally raises the question, how do the low-G conﬁgurations inﬂuence the chain
formation of gold. The proper statistical method to examine the chain formation
process is the plateaus’ length histogram, which is the distribution function of the
lengths in a deﬁned conductance region for a large amount of acquired conductance
traces (for the details of the technique see Sec. 3.3.2). It was described in Sec. 2.4
that the observed equidistant peak positions in the distribution of the lengths in
the 1G0 region is one of the experimental proofs for the formation of chains of gold
atoms [29]. The peaks in this histogram correspond to the rupture of chains with
diﬀerent number of gold atoms included, and the distance between the peaks tells
the interatomic Au-Au distance in the chain.
The plateaus’ length histogram in the 1G0 region can be built up for the conductance traces measured in hydrogen surrounding. The distribution for those traces
that are not “hydrogen-aﬀected” is presented in Figure 6.2a. This plateaus’ length
histogram also shows peaks at equidistant positions, and moreover, it is identical to
the one taken before admitting hydrogen to the junction, thus it can be regarded as
a reference histogram showing the formation of pure gold atomic chains. The peaks
in this histogram are also used to calibrate the length scale, as in a pure gold atomic
chain the interatomic distance was measured to be 2.5 Å [50].
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Figure 6.2: Plateaus’ length histograms for gold junctions in hydrogen environment.
Panel (a) shows the plateaus’ length histogram for the traces that are not aﬀected by
hydrogen. Panel (b) contains plateaus’ length histograms for the hydrogen-aﬀected
traces. The heavy line graph shows the distribution of the lengths in the 1G0 region,
the dashed orange line shows the distribution of the lengths in the low-G region,
whereas the graph with green area presents the distribution of the summed lengths
of the low-G and 1G0 regions. A preliminary version of this result is in Fig. 7.6 of
Ref. [1].

Next we investigate how this chain formation is inﬂuenced by the interaction with
hydrogen for the “hydrogen-aﬀected” curves. The proper analysis of the distribution
of the plateau’s length gives distinctive information about the possible microscopic
choreographies of the rupture. For instance a strong interaction with hydrogen might
completely destroy the chain formation, which would result in the disappearance of
the second and third peak in the plateau’s length histogram. As another possibility,
one can consider that perfectly transmitting chains are formed just like in pure
environment, and the new low-conductance conﬁgurations are only appearing after
the rupture of these chains. In this case the plateau’s length in the 1G0 region should
show the same equidistant peak structure as the reference histogram in Panel (a) of
Fig. 6.2. In contrast, the measurement shows that for the “hydrogen-aﬀected” traces
the plateau’s length histogram for the 1G0 region is strongly distorted compared to
the reference histogram (solid line in Panel (b) of Fig. 6.2).
In the case of pure gold the choice of the conductance region from which the
plateaus’ length histogram is built, is straightforward, since the conductance of the
last atomic conﬁguration before the breakage always shows a ﬂat plateau in the
close vicinity of 1G0 . The sharp peak in the conductance histogram with a well
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Figure 6.3: The ﬁgure shows the determination of the lengths in the diﬀerent conductance regions for an individual conductance trace. The length in a region is measured
from the position of the ﬁrst conductance value to the position of last one which are
included in this region. The summed length means the length in the entire 1G0 and
low-G region, i.e. G/G0 ∈ [0.05, 1.1].
deﬁned upper border and without points below 0.7G0 naturally marks out the conductance region of [0.7G0 , 1.1G0 ] for studying the distribution of the lengths (see
Fig. 6.1a). Contrary, in the case of the “hydrogen-aﬀected” curves (black area graph
in Fig. 6.1b) the lower edge of this conductance region is not so well deﬁned, since a
signiﬁcant weight is present in the low-G region. Thus, in hydrogen environment it
makes sense to study the distribution of the lengths in other conductance regions as
well, like the lengths in the low-G region or the summed lengths of the low-G and
1G0 . The determination of these lengths is demonstrated in Fig. 6.3. The plateau’s
length histogram for the low-G conﬁgurations exhibits a completely featureless decaying distribution (see dashed line in Fig. 6.2(b)). Surprisingly, the distribution
of the summed length of the low-G and 1G0 region (area graph in Fig. 6.2b) shows
a well-deﬁned peak structure just like the reference histogram (Fig. 6.2a). The
presence of peaks at the same equidistant positions as in the case of pure gold
demonstrates that the chain formation is preserved in hydrogen environment. But
contrary to pure gold, the peaks appear in the plateaus’ length histogram of the
entire 1G0 and low-G region which also has an important consequence that the new
low-conductance conﬁgurations are not arising after the rupture of the chain, but
both the 1G0 and the low-G conﬁgurations are a part of the chain formation. This
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Figure 6.4: Analysis of the plateaus’ length histogram for the summed length region.
Panel (a): The green area graph presents the measured distribution of the summed
lengths of the low-G and 1G0 regions. The dashed line shows the calculated distribution of the summed length, which means the convolution of the plateaus’ length
histograms for the low-G region and 1G0 region assuming that the lengths in these
two regions are independent. Panel (b) shows the diﬀerence between the measured
and calculated distribution function for the summed length region. The appearance of
the peaks demonstrates the correlations indicating the chain formation in the entire
low-G and 1G0 regions.

can be explained as follows: an atomic gold chain is formed just like in pure environment, but during this process at a certain point a H2 molecule binds to the chain,
which results in the strong reduction of the transmission. An individual trace corresponding to this process is shown in Fig. 6.3. It is to be noted that the interaction
with H2 strongly reduces the conductance of the chain, but the atomic periodicity
agrees with that of pure Au chains.
As the length of the entire 1G0 and low-G regions follows a well-deﬁned, periodic
distribution, the lengths in its two subregion must be correlated. This correlation is
demonstrated in Fig. 6.4. If the length of the conﬁgurations in the low-G and 1G0
region were independent, the distribution of the summed length could be expressed
simply as the convolution of the distribution functions of the two subregions. The
convolution of the plateaus’ length histograms for the low-G and 1G0 region (dashed
area graph) is compared to the measured plateaus’ length histogram of the summed
length (green area graph) in Fig. 6.4a. The calculated curve assuming the independence of the subregions only gives the rough tendency of the measured one, but it
can not explain the presence of the peaks. The eﬀect of the correlation between the
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lengths in the low-G and in the 1G0 region is even better demonstrated by the difference between the measured and calculated distribution functions (see Fig. 6.4b).
It nicely demonstrates peaks at a distance of ∼ 2.5Å, which is an additional support that the low-G region and 1G0 region need to be considered together and the
entire G/G0 ∈ [0.05, 1.1] is the physically relevant conductance region for the chain
formation process.
It is also worth to compare the histograms shown in Fig. 6.2b with the reference
histogram of Fig. 6.2a in more detail. The histogram for the 1G0 conﬁgurations (line
graph) has a well deﬁned peak a bit below the ﬁrst peak in the reference histogram.
At larger lengths, however, only two shoulders are seen, which have strongly suppressed weights compared to the second and third peak in the reference histogram.
Furthermore, the position of these shoulders is signiﬁcantly shifted downwards from
the multiples of the interatomic distance. While the weight of this plateaus’ length
histogram is suppressed above the ﬁrst peak, a signiﬁcant weight ( 20% ) grows
below it (hatched area), which is not present in the reference histogram. This featureless weight together with the similarly featureless distribution of the lengths in
the low-G region play a signiﬁcant role in the growth of peaks in the histogram
of the summed lengths. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.5, where the plateaus’ length
histograms of the same regions as in Fig. 6.2 are plotted but only for the curves
that have a short length in the 1 G0 region (hatched area). These conductance
traces have the conductance value of the pure gold chain only for a fragment of an
interatomic distance (≤ 1.6Å), which means that they are corresponding to such
elongation processes where the conductance is reduced to the low-G region before
the second atom jumps into the chain. The ﬁgure demonstrates that even for these
curves the distribution of the entire G/G0 ∈ [0.05, 1.1] region (green area graph) indicates the same periodic peak structure as for all the curves, showing that the same
chain formation proceeds during these elongations. It also means that the number
of gold atoms included in the chain can increase even in the hydrogen inﬂuenced
low conductance region.
Summarizing, the detailed analysis of the distribution functions of the lengths
for diﬀerent conductance regions shows that in hydrogen environment the chain
formation is still present, however, the interaction with hydrogen can reduce the
transmission of the chain to the low conductance region.
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Figure 6.5: Plateaus’ length histograms for the curves included in the short length
(≤ 1.6Å) weight plotted by hatched area in Fig. 6.2b. The grey area graph shows
the plateaus’ length histograms of 1G0 region, the green area graph represents the
plateaus’ length histogram of the summed length of the low-G and 1G0 regions, the
orange curve shows the plateaus’ length histogram of the low-G region. (For the visibility of the histograms the y-scale is normalized for the plateaus’ length histograms
of 1G0 region.)

6.4.2

Comparison of the evolution during elongation and
compression

All the statistical analysis presented previously are based on conductance traces acquired during the elongation of the contact. Additional information can be obtained
by analyzing the evolution of the conductance during the compression instead of the
elongation. There is a basic diﬀerence between the two types of evolution: during
the elongation monoatomic chains can be pulled while during the compression no
chains are formed.
Elongating a single atom gold contact additional atoms can jump into the smallest cross section creating a monoatomic chain. This leads to the large peak at 1G0 in
the conductance histogram of gold (see Panel (a) and its inset in Fig. 6.1). Pulling
the electrode further - at a certain point - the chain breaks, and the included atoms
collapse back onto the electrodes in order to minimize the surface energy [65].
When the electrodes are subsequently approached, the tunnel current increases
exponentially to the range of ∼ 0.1G0 where a jump to contact occurs. In the case
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the conductance histograms measured during the simultaneous elongation (area graph with blue line) and compression (red curve) of the
electrodes. A symmetric triangular signal is applied on the piezo element which periodically pushes and pulls the junction (see the inset). The two histograms are built
from the conductance values acquired during the elongation or during the compression, respectively.

of gold this jump usually results in a single atom contact, as reﬂected by ∼1G0
conductance value. Pushing the electrodes further together this single atom contact
survives typically only for a single gold-gold interatomic distance. Therefore, the
ﬁrst peak in the conductance histogram of compression is strongly reduced compared
to that of elongation, where the atomic chains give extra contribution.
These two histograms are shown in Fig. 6.6 for the hydrogen-aﬀected traces. A
symmetric triangular signal is applied on the piezo crystal of the MCBJ setup (see
the inset), which periodically pushes and pulls the junction with the same speed. The
conductance histogram of elongation is built from the conductance values acquired
during the pulling of the junction, while the histogram of compression is built from
the conductance curves measured during the approach of the electrodes. Figure 6.6
conﬁrmes the expected behavior, the height of the peak at 1G0 decreases for the
case of compression. Moreover signiﬁcant decrease is observed in the low-G region,
as well. This also supports that the low-G conﬁguration is an integral part of
the atomic chain and it is not just a transient step between the metallic and the
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tunnelling region.
It is to be noted that the exponential upturn for the low conductance values
( 0.1G0 ) in the histogram of compression is resulted by the tunnelling current.
During the elongation of the contact when the last atomic conﬁguration between
the two electrodes breaks the tunnelling current is also visible. The 0.05G0 value
for the lower edge of the low conductance region was chosen in order to avoid the
contribution of the tunnelling.
In conclusion, the comparison of conductance histogram recorded during elongation and compression conﬁrms that the 1G0 region, together with the hydrogen
induced low-G region, corresponds to the conductance region where the chain formation takes place.

6.5
6.5.1

New class of chains
Traces with well structured periodic behavior

The statistical approaches – like the conductance - and plateaus’ length histogram
technique – are the proper tool to investigate the chain formation process and to
determine the atomic periodicity of the chains, as generally the chain formation is
not visible on the shape of individual conductance traces. In hydrogen environment,
however, it has been found that a special part of the traces (∼ 5% of all curves) exhibits a well structured periodic behavior in the low-G region. Such conductance
traces are shown in Fig. 6.7. The bottom curve is shown on the proper scale, while
the other curves are shifted vertically by 0.25 − 0.25 G0 for the sake of visibility.
These curves show periods with positive slope, where the conductance is signiﬁcantly increasing as the electrodes are pulled apart. At the end of these periods the
conductance frequently jumps to the initial value, and the same behavior is repeated
several times. Generally the conductance of these periodic sections is situated in the
bottom of the low-G region, that is in the interval G/G0 ∈ [0.05, 0.3] (which will be
called as “tail region” ). The peak-to-peak amplitude of these oscillations can be as
large as 0.2G0 , which frequently exceeds the mean value of the conductance. The
grid lines of the ﬁgure are drown with a separation corresponding to the interatomic
distance of the pure gold chains, 2.5Å. It is apparent that the length of these periods
is close to the interatomic gold-gold distance in a monoatomic chain, which implies
that these special conductance traces are also related to the chain formation.
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Figure 6.7: Conductance traces showing a well-deﬁned periodic structure in the lowG region. The bottom curve is shown on the proper scale, while the other curves are
shifted vertically by 0.25 − 0.25 G0 for the sake of visibility (the corresponding zeros
of the ordinate are signed on the right axis). The interatomic distance in the pure
gold chain is indicated by grid lines.

6.5.2

Average conductance trace

The curves presented in Figure 6.7 were selected manually from the ∼ 20000 acquired
traces. In order to prove that this periodic structure is not accidental, but it is
a characteristic property of gold nanowires in hydrogen environment, a statistical
veriﬁcation has to be given. Therefore, an average conductance curve was calculated
which is shown in Figure 6.8.
To calculate an average trace one has to deﬁne a reference point from which the
length of the traces is measured. Naturally one could deﬁne the starting point of
the curves by the ﬁrst acquired conductance value below a ﬁxed threshold i.e. the
lower boundary of the 1G0 region, 0.7G0 . Figure 6.7 however revelas the weakness of
this choice, since the periodic structure is preceded by a transitional part which has
diﬀerent length from curve to curve. In order to be able to average the periodic part
“in phase”, the curves were matched at the point of the breakage, and the average
was calculated backward (as the traces are ordered in ﬁgure 6.7). The transitional
part between the higher conductance values and the periodic section has a larger
slope than the interesting periodic section, thus care must also be taken to avoid
the contribution to the average. Therefore, the averaging was restricted for only
those traces that stay a length > 8.8 Å in the low-G region. This restriction ensures
that the transitional part gives a contribution only to the beginning of the average
curve (see length < −8.1 Å in Fig.6.8), and it does not disturb the further part.
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Figure 6.8: The average of all the traces that have a length > 8.8Å in the low-G
region. The averaging was done as a function of the length measured backward from
the point of breakage.
The restriction length is set at 8.8 Å since this is a relatively large length where still
enough conductance curves (∼ 250) remain to perform the statistical averaging.
Figure 6.8 shows the average trace calculated for ∼ 250 traces. This average
also shows the oscillatory behavior, demonstrating that the well structured periodic
behavior in the low-G region of the traces in Fig. 6.7 is an inherent feature of gold
nanojunctions breaking in hydrogen environment. The period of the oscillation can
also be read from the ﬁgure and this coincides with the interatomic gold-gold distance, 2.5 Å. Thus, the behavior of these special periodic curves again implies the
formation of atomic chains with diﬀerent number of gold atoms involved.

6.5.3

Plateaus’ length analysis for the new class of chains

The plateaus’ length analysis in Sec. 6.4.1 has shown that gold nanocontacts in
hydrogen environment are generally showing the formation of atomic gold chains,
however the interaction with hydrogen can strongly reduce the transmission of the
chain. In the previous subsections Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 demonstrated a well-structured
periodic behavior, which is observed only on a portion of the traces, and which is
also related to some kind of chain formation process. In the latter case the chain
formation is not just statistically detectable, but it is seen on the shape of the
individual conductance curves. In the following part it will be analyzed how these
two phenomena are related to each other.
It is to be emphasized that not only the periodicity but also the pronounced
positive slope is an interesting peculiar property of the conductance curves presented
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Figure 6.9: The plateaus’ length histograms for diﬀerent regions. The red/blue curves
based on the hydrogen-aﬀected curves which have longer/shorter than 30% section
with positive plateaus’ slope.

in Fig. 6.7. The positive slope of a conductance trace means that the transmission
of a certain atomic conﬁguration is increasing despite of the fact that the electrodes
are pulled apart and so the average distance between the atoms is increasing. Such
an unusual behavior is not observed in pure gold junctions. Surveying the individual
conductance traces in hydrogen surrounding one by one practically only the curves
presenting the well-deﬁned periodic structure show this phenomenon. Therefore, the
positive slope of the trace is a distinctive feature, which can be used to statistically
separate the special periodic traces from the rest of the curves. We found that the
periodic traces can be selected with good certainty by sorting out those curves, for
which the length of the parts with positive slope in the low-G region is larger than
30% of the the whole length in the low-G region. With this analysis one can plot
the plateaus’ length histograms separately for the well structured periodic traces,
and for the rest of the curves, as shown in Fig. 6.9. The red curves are the plateaus
length histograms for the well-structured periodic traces with pronounced positive
slope, whereas the blue curves show plateaus length histograms for the rest of the
traces.
Panel (a) in Fig. 6.9 presents the plateaus’ length histograms for the summed
length in the low-G and 1G0 region. The traces without pronounced positive slope
(blue curve) show the same behavior, which was already demonstrated in Fig. 6.2:
an atomic chain formation process taking place in the entire conductance region of
G/G0 = [0.05, 1.1]. Contrary, the traces with well-structured periodic behavior do
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not show this feature, the plateaus length histogram for these curves is completely
featureless.
As the special periodic behavior mostly appears in the tail region, it is interesting
to plot the plateaus’ length histograms for the tail regions as well (Fig. 6.9b). In
this case the distribution of the lengths for the periodic traces shows equidistant
peaks separated by a distance of 2.5 Å , whereas the distribution of the lengths for
the rest of the curves is completely featureless.
This analysis shows that two diﬀerent types of chain formation processes can
be distinguished. The ﬁrst one is seen for the majority of the hydrogen aﬀected
traces, during the pulling of a chain at a random point the conductance switches
from the 1 G0 value to the low-G region, but the entire length remains the same as
in pure gold. This is demonstrated by the blue curve in Fig. 6.9a. The second one
is only observed for a portion of the traces (∼ 5%), the conductance of the chain
drops to the tail region where a well-structured periodic behavior is visible on every
subsequent gold-gold interatomic distance (see the red curve in Fig. 6.9). In the
next part the possible microscopic background for these two processes is discussed.

6.6

Towards the microscopic picture: comparison
with theory

The results presented in the previous two sections demonstrate that periodicity
of the pure gold atomic chains is also visible in hydrogen environment. Moreover
two diﬀerent cases can be distinguished. It implies that in hydrogen surrounding
monoatomic gold chains are formed, but these chains are either distorted due to
the interaction with hydrogen, or the hydrogen is incorporated in the chain, which
causes a strong drop of the conductance.
Further steps towards the microscopic understanding of the observed phenomena
can be done by comparing the experimental results with recent computer simulations
on the interaction of hydrogen molecules with gold nanocontacts. Barnett et al.
have found that the inert gold surface becomes highly reactive with hydrogen at
nanoscale due to the relativistic corrections in the electronic structure [92]. Various
atomic conﬁgurations were studied (see Fig. 6.10), including a hydrogen molecule
weakly bound to the side of a gold chain, a H2 molecule incorporated in the gold
chain, and dissociated H atoms sitting in the chain. This study has shown that
a H2 molecule incorporated in the gold chain is a robust conﬁguration with high
binding energy, which can be reached without any barrier. All these conﬁgurations
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Figure 6.10: Some of the results of the calculation performed by R. Barnett et. al.
after the Reference [92]. The ﬁrst row shows the optimized conﬁgurations of the gold
wires with an incorporated hydrogen molecule (small red spheres) for diﬀerent distance between the outermost atomic layers, L. The conductance, G and the binding
energy BE(H2 ) of the hydrogen molecule are also indicated for the conﬁgurations.
In the second row the isosurfaces of the conductance eigenchannel density for diﬀerent conﬁgurations are presented. For L = 17.25Å the results for the bare wire (ii),
the hydrogen molecule in perpendicular situation (viii), and the conﬁguration with
a hydrogen molecule weakly bounded to the side of the chain (xviii) are displayed.
For L = 18.40Å the results for the bare wire (vi), and the incorporated hydrogen
molecule in parallel position (xii) are shown, together with the corresponding conductance values, G.
have conductances in the range of 0 − 0.25 G0 , which coincides with the interval,
where the strongest weight is observed in the low-G region of the hydrogen-aﬀected
conductance histogram (see Fig. 6.1).
The conﬁguration where the hydrogen molecule is weakly bound to the side of
the chain, (xviii) in Fig. 6.10, might give an important contribution to the generally
observed chain formation process demonstrated by the plateau’s length histogram
in 6.2b. The formation of atomic gold chains is preserved, but at a random point of
the elongation a hydrogen molecule can be weakly bound to the side of the chain.
Due to the binding of the hydrogen molecule the chain gets distorted and thus its
transmission is reduced.
The conﬁguration, where a hydrogen molecule is incorporated in the chain provides a reasonable explanation for the pronounced positive slope which was a peculiar
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Figure 6.11: Illustration for the mechanism of pulling an atomic gold chain with a
hydrogen molecule.
feature of the other class of the conductance curves (see Fig. 6.7). The simulations
have shown that the molecule can be oriented in diﬀerent angles with respect to
the contact axis. The perpendicular conﬁguration has a smaller conductance of
 0.1 G0 , but as the electrodes are pulled apart and the molecule turns towards the
parallel conﬁguration the conductance grows up to  0.25 G0 , as it is shown by the
ﬁrst row of Fig. 6.10. During this process the force acting between the molecule and
the gold nanojunction reaches values as high as  0.5nN, and before the complete
rupture it can even grow to  1.4nN. Note that these forces are in the same range
as the ones required for pulling monoatomic gold chains (0.7 − 1.5 nN) [94].
Based on these considerations an explicit proposal can be given for the welldeﬁned periodic behavior of the conductance traces in the tail region (demonstrated
in Fig. 6.7): as the gold nanojunction is pulled apart, a hydrogen molecule gets
incorporated in the contact. During further elongation of the electrodes this hydrogen clamp does not break, but it is strong enough to pull further gold atoms
into the chain. Once a new gold atom jumps into the chain the molecule gets in a
tilted position with smaller conductance, but as the contact is pulled the molecule
straightens out and thus the conductance increases until the point where the next
atom jumps into the chain. An illustration of this process is shown in Fig. 6.11. This
phenomenon closely resembles a recent simulations where a gold chain is pulled from
a gold surface by a single thiolate molecule [95].

6.7

Conclusion

The results presented in this Chapter are summarized as follows. It has been shown
that hydrogen molecules can strongly interact with gold nanojunctions, which is
reﬂected by the appearance of new, low-conductance atomic conﬁgurations. By the
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analysis of plateaus’ length histograms it has been demonstrated that these low-G
conﬁgurations are not established after the formation of monoatomic gold chains,
but they are a natural part of the chain formation process. It was also pointed out,
that the conductance traces frequently show a well-deﬁned periodic behavior with
positive slope in the tail region, representing a diﬀerent class of the chain formation
mechanism in hydrogen surrounding. This observation suggest that in this case a
hydrogen molecule gets incorporated in the gold nanojunction, and this hydrogen
clamp is strong enough to pull a monoatomic gold chain from the electrodes.

Appendix A
Description of the measurement
setups
A.1

Modulation of the electrode separation

The experimental techniques applied for the simultaneous measurement of the diﬀerential conductance, G = ∂I/∂V and the local plateaus’ slope, ∂G/∂z as a function
of the bias voltage is described in this section of the appendix. The setup is based
on a double lock-in technique: the voltage was modulated at a frequency of about
100 kHz to measure the diﬀerential conductance and - in addition - the electrode
separation was also modulated at a lower frequency ∼ 400 Hz in order to measure
the local plateaus’ slope.
The separation of the electrodes was modulated with a so-called shear piezo
element [51]. The mounting of the sample on a shear piezo is illustrated in Fig. A.1.
A small piezo plate is placed between the sample and the bending beam, which gives
a horizontal displacement of its surface if a voltage is applied (typically 2 − 3 Å for
1 V). This displacement is directly equal with the displacement of the electrodes
without any reduction ratio, in contrast to the case of the main piezo. In the
measurement described in this section only one of the pads was a shear piezo element,
which was situated in a direction to produce a displacement of the electrodes parallel
to the contact axis (see the arrow).
This shear piezo was used to modulate the distance of the electrodes with an
amplitude of ∼ 0.1 Å, while the rough tuning of the electrode separation in order
to create a proper atomic conﬁguration was done by the main piezo. The voltage
on the main piezo was applied by a Delta Elektronika ES0300-0.45 power supply,
while the modulation was applied directly from the oscillator signal of a Stanford
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Figure A.1: Modiﬁed sample mounting with a shear piezo element. The sample
is placed on the top of two pads, usually one of them is made from shear piezo
ceramics. This piezo element gives a horizontal displacement of its surface if a
voltage is applied. Depending on the direction of the placement of the shear piezo it
can either change the distance between the electrodes (see the arrow) or move them
laterally to each other. After Ref. [51]
Research System RS830 lock-in ampliﬁer through a simple voltage divider. This
arrangement allows a fast modulation of the electrode separation (∼ 1 kHz) since
the modulation signal is not limited by the slow rise time of the high voltage power
supply and the slow mechanical response of the MCBJ geometry.
The voltage dependance of the diﬀerential conductance was measured by the
current response to a dc biased, ac modulated voltage. The dc bias, applied by
a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter, was added to the oscillator signal of an other Stanford RS830 lock-in ampliﬁer with a Tektronix AM502 diﬀerential ampliﬁer. This
voltage was divided to decrease the noise level and then applied to the sample. The
current of the sample was calculated from the voltage signal measured on a series
resistance of 1 kΩ, since the frequency of the voltage modulation is too fast for the
current ampliﬁer. The diﬀerential conductance of the sample was measured by the
lock-in detector working on the higher frequency and its signal output was used to
feed a second lock-in detector and a dc voltmeter. While the second lock-in detected
the changes of the conductance due to the modulation of the electrode separation,
∂G/∂z(V ) the voltmeter (Keithley 2001) was used as a dc ﬁlter to average out this
low frequency changes and measure the G(V ) value. The dc bias was swept and the
data were collected through a GPIB connection by a computer program.

A.2

Conductance ﬂuctuation measurements

The aim of this measurement is to calculate the standard deviation of ∂G/∂V , and
∂G/∂z (G = ∂I/∂V and G = I/V ) at each value of the conductance, G from the
data acquired during a large number of electrode separation traces.
Therefore a dc biased ac modulated voltage was applied on the sample, V (t) =
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Figure A.2: The block diagram of the simultaneous measurement of G = ∂I/∂V and
∂G/∂z as a function of V in atomic-sized junctions

Vdc + Vac sin(2πf t) where Vdc = 0 − 150 meV, Vac = 10 − 20 meV and f ∼ 5kHz.
This voltage was produced by adding a dc voltage of a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter
to the ac modulation of the oscillating signal of a Stanford RS830 lock-in ampliﬁer
with a Tektronix AM502 diﬀerential ampliﬁer (see Fig. A.3). It is crucial to have
a low second harmonic noise of the applied voltage (Vac2nd  1µV) since the ∂G/∂V
is calculated from the second harmonic current response to the voltage modulation.
Thus a voltage divider was built into the circuit before the sample, in order to reduce
the relative amplitude of the second harmonic noise level. The current of the sample
was converted to voltage signal by a Keithley 428 CurrentAmpliﬁer, at a gain of
105 V/A. This signal was connected to two lock-in detectors, which measured the G
and dG/dV from the ﬁrst and second harmonic response to the voltage modulation
with a time constant of 3 ms. The dc component of the same signal was ﬁltered with
a 300 Hz low-pass ﬁltering of a diﬀerential ampliﬁer, and ﬁnally the conductance, G
was measured by a National Instruments PCI-MIO-16XE-10 data acquisition board.
The output signals of the lock-in detectors were also acquired by the data acquisition
card. The acquisition rate was 30kHz, and an additional digital averaging with a
time window of 10ms was applied for the three signals. After measuring the value of
G, ∂G/∂V and G the electrodes of the junction were pulled a bit apart (∼ 0.02 Å)
by increasing the applied voltage on the main piezo with a δ Electronika ES03000.45 power supply. It was repeated until the contact broke, then the electrodes were
pressed together to the contact size of ∼ 30 − 40 G0 , and the elongation started
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Figure A.3: The block diagram of the conductance ﬂuctuation measurements
again. The piezo voltage during these cycles was automatically controlled by the
measurement software. An example of the measured G and ∂G/∂V values during
one elongation process is presented in Fig. A.4a and b, respectively. The ∂G/∂z
was calculated with numerical diﬀerentiation of the subsequently acquired values of
G (see panel c). As it is seen in the ﬁgure the conductance steps corresponding to
atomic rearrangements of the contact produce sudden large jumps in the ∂G/∂V and
∂G/∂z values. In order to avoid the inﬂuence of these sudden atomic rearrangements
on the results, the acquired values around the conductance steps (the data points
with red color) were excluded from the statistical ensemble. (The large value of
|∂G/∂z| and the large changes in ∂G/∂V between the subsequent acquired values
have deﬁned the exclusion condition.) The rest of the ∂G/∂V and ∂G/∂z data points
were sorted by the corresponding G value, and the standard deviation of ∂G/∂V
and ∂G/∂z were calculated automatically for each value of G by the measurement
controller program. For a proper statistical ensemble 2000-3000 elongation cycles
were needed, which took 5-10 hours of continuous measurements.

A.3

Point-contact spectroscopy

The block diagram of the used point-contact measurement setup is presented in
Fig. A.5. We were interested in the vibrational spectrum of relatively small junctions
(R ∼ 100Ω) thus voltage driven measurements were performed. The dc bias voltage
applied with a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter, was added to an ac modulation of the
oscillator signal of the Stanford RS830 lock-in ampliﬁer with a Tektronix AM502
diﬀerential ampliﬁer. In order to decrease the noise level of the applied voltage at
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Figure A.4: An example of the measured values of G = I/V , ∂G/∂V = ∂ 2 I/∂V 2 and
∂G/∂z during the elongation of a junction presented in panel a, b and c, respectively.
The measurement was performed on gold sample at Vdc = 20meV and Vac = 14meV ,
with an elongation step of ∼ 0.02Å between the subsequent datapoints. The red points
indicate the data which were excluded from the statistical ensemble, since they were
acquired during atomic rearrangements.
the modulation frequency and at its double frequency voltage dividers were built
into the circuit. The current response of the sample was converted to voltage signal
with a Keithley 428 CurrentAmpliﬁer, at a gain of 104 V/A. This signal was used to
feed the two lock-in ampliﬁer, which measured dI/dV and d2 I/dV 2 from the ﬁrst
and second harmonic response to the voltage modulation of 1−2 meV at 4 kHz. The
dc bias sweep was controlled and the data were collected by a computer program
through a GPIB interface.
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Figure A.5: The block diagram of the point-contact spectrum measurement setup.

Appendix B
Quantum interference induced
ﬂuctuation of ∂I/∂z
In this appendix a calculation is presented in order to give a more quantitative
description of the QI induced ﬂuctuation in ∂I/∂z for atomic-sized contacts. The
calculation was performed in the framework of the model presented by B. Ludoph
et. al. in Ref. [62], who calculated the ﬂuctuation only due to the voltage modulation, and now it is extended to the ﬂuctuation due to modulation of the electrode
separation.
The metallic junction is separated into three regions: the bare contact corresponding to the narrowest part of the junction which includes a few atoms in the
cross section, and the two electrodes considered as diﬀusive regions around it (see
Fig. 2.9). The current of the whole constriction can be expressed by the Landauer
formula (see 2.7 in Sec. 2.2.2):
2e
I≡
h


0

eV

Tr[t̂t t̂†t ]dE,

(B.1)

where t̂t is the transmission matrix for the entire system: left electrode, bare contact
and right electrode. The returning amplitudes, al↔rmn from the (left ↔ right) diffusive electrodes are expected to be small compare to 1, therefore the transmission
probability is calculated to the ﬁrst order in aSmn , where S ∈ (l, r):
Tr[t̂t t̂†t ]

≈

N


Tn [1 + 2Re (rn arnn + rn alnn )] ,

(B.2)

n=1

where Tn is the transmission probability, and rn , rn are the reﬂection amplitudes of
103
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the mode n of the ballistic region.
Now we are interested in the ﬂuctuation induced by QI, therefore, we concentrate
on δI = I − I, i.e. the current ﬂuctuation around the average for the diﬀerent
impurity conﬁgurations of the diﬀusive electrodes:
2e
δI =
h



eV

N


0

Tn 2Re [rn arnn (eV − E) + rn alnn (−E)] dE.

(B.3)

n=1

In this formula the energy dependance of the terms is already made explicit. Generally the transmission and reﬂection coeﬃcients of the bare contact also depend on
the energy, but it can be neglected on the scale of the applied voltage, V .
Evaluating the ﬂuctuation in the derivative of the current with respect to the
elongation, dz three diﬀerent terms are contribute:
∂δI
∂a
∂T
∂r
⇒ ...
+ ...
+ ... .
∂z
∂z
∂z
∂z

(B.4)

Let us concentrate on the ﬁrst term. The reﬂection amplitude can be simply
expressed as the sum of the amplitudes of the diﬀerent backscattering trajectories.
During the pulling of the junction only the close vicinity of the bare contact becomes
elongated (as it was shown by simulations for junctions containing only a few atom in
the smallest cross section [65]). Therefore, it can be assumed that the length of each
backscattering trajectory is simply increasing with the amount of the elongation, dz
and thus, the eﬀect of the elongation on the reﬂection amplitude of mode n, aSnn
can be expressed as
(B.5)
δz : aSnn → aSnn exp(ikzn dz),
where the exponential factor gives the accumulated phase during the propagation
through the elongated region with the wave number, kzn of mode n in this region.
Here the assumption that the contact is symmetrically elongated on the two side
was also used. Therefore,
∂aSnn
= ikzn aSnn .
(B.6)
∂z
Returning to equation B.4, the second and third term can be neglected, since
−1
n
kz ≈ kF and in the case of gold kF  1Å , and furthermore, from the measurements
−1
, ∂r  0.1Å . All of these leads to the
presented in Fig.4.5 it is known that the ∂T
∂z ∂z
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following formula:
∂δI
2e
≈
∂z
h



eV

N


0

Tn kzn 2Re [irn arnn (eV − E) + irn alnn (−E)] dE.

(B.7)

n=1

Now let us consider the contribution of only a single reﬂected trajectory, which
return to the bare contact after a time τ . The energy dependent form of the reﬂection
amplitude for this path is expressed as

aSnn (E) =

aSnn (τ ) e−iEτ /dτ,

(B.8)

assuming that the dominant energy dependance is only the phase factor accumulated
during the the completion of the diﬀusive trajectory in the electrode. Evaluating
the integral over energy in B.7, the contribution of this single trajectory to the
ﬂuctuation is
2e  
∂δI
(τ ) = 2
Tn kzn Re [(rn arnn (τ ) − rn alnn (τ ))
∂z
h τ n=1


+ rn alnn (τ ) eieV τ / − rn arnn (τ ) e−ieV τ / .
N

(B.9)

In order to treat a general situation a dc biased ac modulated voltage,
V = Vdc + Vac sin (ω0 τ  ) ,

(B.10)

is used in the calculation. (This time dependent voltage can be treated by the Landauer formula since the time scale of the voltage modulation in the measurements is
much smaller than the competition of the diﬀusive trajectories and thus the interference occurs at a quasi-stationary voltage.) All the harmonics of the modulation
(τ ) as the voltage is in the argument of an exponential
frequency can be ﬁnd in ∂δI
∂z
term and it can be expanded with the Bessel functions like
e

ieVac τ sin(ω0 τ  )/

=

∞




einω0 τ Jn (eVac τ /)

n=−∞

=J0 (eVac τ /) + J1 (eVac τ /) 2i sin (ω0 τ  ) + J2 (eVac τ /) 2 cos (2ω0 τ  ) + . . .
(B.11)
In principle from the nth harmonic of the previous expression the ﬂuctuation
∂ n+1 I
induced in ∂z∂V
n (τ ) can be calculated. Now we are focusing on the ﬂuctuation in
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∂I
∂z

(τ ), therefore, the dc term has to be maintained
N


∂δI
2e  
(τ ) = 2
Tn kzn Re [rn alnn (τ ) J0 (eVac τ /)eieVdc τ / − 1
∂z dc
h τ n=1


−rn arnn (τ ) J0 (−eVac τ /)e−ieVdc τ / − 1 .

(B.12)

In the measurements the ﬂuctuation in the slope of the current is described by the
mean square deviation, σ 2∂I which can be expressed as
∂z


σ 2∂I =
∂z

∂δI
∂z dc

2 



∞

=
0

∂δI
(τ ) δτ
∂z dc

2 
,

(B.13)

where the averaging has to be performed over all of the trajectories and over the different impurity conﬁgurations of the diﬀusive electrodes. Substituting B.12 into the
previous expression one ﬁnds that diﬀerent combinations of the returning amplitudes
has to be averaged
σ 2∂I =
∂z

 

n,n


/∗
/∗
. . . aSnn (τ )aS  

n n

(τ  ) .

(B.14)

Let us assume that only terms alnn (τ )a∗lnn (τ ), arnn (τ )a∗rnn (τ ) give a contribution,
since the combinations of diﬀerent path times, diﬀerent channel numbers or side
indexes will average to zero for the diﬀerent impurity conﬁgurations. In addition
it is a reasonable assumption that the average properties of the scattering on both
sides and for all the channels are the same Pcl (τ ) = aSnn (τ )a∗Snn (τ ). Performing
the averaging

2

σ ∂I =
∂z

4e
2πτ

2 
N

Tn2

n=1

Re

(1 −


Tn ) kzn 2 2


0

∞

Pcl (τ )



J0 (eVac τ /)eieVdc τ / − 1 J0 (eVac τ /)e−ieVdc τ / − 1 dτ.
(B.15)

Pcl (τ ) is the probability per unit time that an electron returns to the contact
after a time τ , into a given mode. Let us use a classical probability distribution for
the form of Pcl (τ ) proposed by Ref. [62], which gives the probability that the electron
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B(eVacτe/hv,Vdc/Vac)
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Figure B.1: The bias voltage, Vdc dependance of the quantum interference term in
σ 2∂I . The curves were numerically calculated for the diﬀerent values of the elastic
∂z


τe Vdc
mean free path, le using the expression B.17 for B eVac
,
. For the rms value

Vac
of the modulation voltage 10mV was applied.

returns after the completion of a classical diﬀusive trajectory in the electrode:
vf
√
, if τ > τe
2
3/2 (1 − cos γ)
2
3πk
(Dτ
)
f
Pcl (τ ) =
0, if τ < τe
where D = vf le /3 is the diﬀusion constant, γ is the opening angle of the electrode from the contact center, τe = le /vf , le is the mean free path for elastic scattering
in the diﬀusive electrodes,
kf is the three dimensional Fermi wave length


√ 
kf = 2/3mEF / = kF / 3 and vf is the corresponding velocity. (In principle
Pcl (τ ) has to be multiplied with a factor e−τ /τφ which is responsible for the disappearance of the phase coherence for longer time than the dephasing time, τφ .
But in our measurements the applied voltage gives the relevant energy cutoﬀ since
eV > /τφ therefore, the dephasing term can be neglected.)
After substituting Pcl (τ ) in B.15 and evaluating the equation, the ﬁnal result for
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main square deviation of the quantum interference induced ﬂuctuation in ∂I/∂z is:
2

σ ∂I =
∂z

G20 √


 n 2 
N
36
1 2  2
kz
eVac τe Vdc
,
,
T (1 − Tn )
B
kF

Vac
π(1 − cos γ) le2 τe2 e2 n=1 n

where B (x, x0 ) = x

5/2



∞

α
x

−7/2



 x α 
0
(J0 (α) − 1) + 4J0 (α) sin
dα.
2
2

2

(B.16)

(B.17)

Remarks on σ 2∂I :
∂z

• The bias voltage, Vdc dependance of the formula is due to the integral B. The
τe Vdc
, Vac as a function of
numerically calculated values of the expression B eVac

the bias voltage is plotted in Fig. B.1 for diﬀerent values of the elastic main free
path, le . The ﬁgure shows that the σ 2∂I starts with a quadratic dependance on
∂z

Vdc , as it is expected since V → 0, σ 2∂I /V 2 → σ 2∂G which is bias independent.
∂z
∂z
For higher bias voltages the quadratic relation does not hold, moreover periodic
oscillation can appear, where the period depends only on the elastic mean free
path, le = τe /vF . By decreasing the elastic mean free path, the oscillations
appears only for higher bias voltage. In principle, in the case of large elastic
mean free path, le  10 nm the measurement of this bias dependent oscillation
could be an accurate method to estimate the value of le .

• kzn is the wave number of the electron propagating in the close vicinity of the
bare contact, where the elongation of the junction takes place. In principle kzn
depends on energy, E. Assuming that the close vicinity of the bare contact
is ballistic the energy of an electron in mode n is E = En0 + 2 kzn 2 /2m, where
the ﬁrst term is the energy of the transversal mode n, and the second one
is the energy of the free propagation in the direction of the junction axis,


z. This leads to expression kzn (E) = 2m/ E − En0 . En0 ∝ d−2 where d
is the diameter of the transversal section of the contact. Since the diameter
increases with the increased distance from the contact center (z) i.e. d ∼ z, En0
becomes negligible, thus kzn ≈ kF is a good approximation already at a distance
of a few atomic layers (4 − 5) from the contact center. On the other hand,
for smaller distances for a particular mode n, which is only slightly opened
(EF − En0  EF ) kzn can be signiﬁcantly smaller than kF . The kzn value
appeared in B.16 is an average value of the wave numbers in the elongated
region of the junction.
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• In the limit of Vac → 0, Vdc → 0, kzn /kF ≈ 1 and τe  τφ :
2
σQI

holds.

≡

σ 2∂I /Vdc2
∂z

G20

N
1 2
72
=√
T (1 − Tn )
π(1 − cos γ) le2 n=1 n

(B.18)
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Thesis points
1. I have developed computer controlled electronic setups for various types of experiments on atomic and molecular junctions created by the mechanically controllable break junction technique. These instrumentations include interactive
measurement control like regulation, settings, feedback; fast data acquisition
and online statistical analysis of the data. The developed setups are suitable
for precise calibration of the electrode separation on the 0.1 Å level (even
for modiﬁed work functions due to adsorbed molecules) [4]; determination
of vibration modes of mesoscopic junctions [2]; study of correlations between
atomic conﬁgurations [1,2]; number of channels analysis with conductance ﬂuctuation measurements [2,3]. As an example, I have shown that the G=1 G0
conﬁguration in palladium-hydrogen system dose not have a single perfectly
transmitted channel. Instead, more partially open channels contribute to its
conduction [2].
2. I have investigate quantum interference corrections in the ﬁne structure of
the conductance plateaus in gold nanocontacts applying a novel statistical approach. The contributions of quantum interference and the strain dependence
of the local atomic conﬁguration to the plateaus’ slope has been separated.
The quantitative analysis has shown that the inﬂuence of the quantum interference phenomenon and that of the atomic discreteness of the junction
are in the same order of magnitude. Additionally, I have performed a model
calculation to estimate the amplitude of the quantum interference-induced
ﬂuctuations in the plateaus slope. The results of this calculation show good
agreement with the experimental ﬁndings. [3]
3. I have shown that the hydrogen gas strongly reacts with atomic-sized palladium junctions; in the presence of hydrogen the peak corresponding to the
monoatomic palladium contact disappears from the conductance histogram,
and two new peaks emerge. These peaks at G ∼ 0.5 G0 and ∼ 1 G0 are at111
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THESIS POINTS
tributed to two new hydrogen-related atomic conﬁgurations. Based on phonon
spectrum measurements I have demonstrated that these conﬁgurations are
situated between electrodes containing dissolved hydrogen atoms. The dissolution of hydrogen makes a crucial diﬀerence compared to the isoelectric
platinum nanocontacts, where the hydrogen is found only on the surface.
Combining the existing results on Pt-H2 junctions and the consequences of
the dissolution of hydrogen on the band structure of the Pd electrodes, I have
given an explanation for the microscopic realization of the two new atomic
conﬁgurations: hydrogen and Pd bridged palladium hydride electrodes. [2]

4. I have studied the inﬂuence of adsorbed hydrogen on the conductance of gold
nanojunctions by novel statistical methods. Both the correlation techniques
applied for the plateaus length distribution and the investigation of the contact evolution during elongation and retraction have demonstrated that atomic
gold chains are formed in H2 environment, but the transmission is strongly reduced due to interaction with hydrogen. I have found that the conductance
traces frequently show a well-deﬁned periodic behavior with positive slope in
the tail region. I have shown, by statistical methods, that these curves represent a new type of chain evolution during the elongation, and I proposed a
microscopic explanation for this behavior: a hydrogen molecule gets incorporated in the gold nanojunction and this hydrogen clamp is strong enough to
pull a monoatomic gold chain from the electrodes. [1,5]
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